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Abstract
Breast cancer is currently one of the major causes of death for women in the U.S. Mammography
is currently the most effective method for detection of breast cancer and early detection has proven to be
an efficient tool to reduce the number of deaths. Mammography is the most demanding of all clinical
imaging applications as it requires high contrast, high signal to noise ratio and resolution with minimal
x-radiation. According to studies [36], 10% to 30% of women having breast cancer and undergoing
mammography, have negative mammograms, i.e. are misdiagnosed. Furthermore, only 20%-40% of the
women who undergo biopsy, have cancer. Biopsies are expensive, invasive and traumatic to the patient.
The high rate of false positives is partly because of the difficulties in the diagnosis process and partly
due to the fear of missing a cancer. These facts motivate research aimed to enhance the mammogram
images (e.g. by enhancement of features such as clustered calcification regions which were found to be
associated with breast cancer) , to provide CAD (Computer Aided Diagnostics) tools that can alert the
radiologist to potentially malignant regions in the mammograms and to develope tools for automated
classification of mammograms into benign and malignant classes. In this paper we apply wavelet and
Principal Component analysis, including the approximate Karhunen Loeve aransform to mammographic
images, to derive feature vectors used for classification of mammographic images from an early stage of
malignancy.
Another area where wavelet analysis was found useful, is the area of image query. Image query of
large data bases must provide a fast and efficient search of the query image. Lately, a group of researchers
developed an algorithm based on wavelet analysis that was found to provide fast and efficient search in
large data bases. Their method overcomes some of the difficulties associated with previous approaches,
but the search algorithm is sensitive to displacement and rotation of the query image due to the fact that
wavelet analysis is not invariant under displacement and rotation. In this study we propose the integration
of the Hotelling transform to improve on this sensitivity and provide some experimental results in the
context of the standard alphabetic characters.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, we provide a brief historical review of wavelets and their applications in signal
processing including a few illustrative examples. We begin by pointing out the drawbacks of the Fourier
transform and the windowed Fourier transform in the analysis of certain signals, factors that motivated
the development of wavelet analysis. We continue with a brief and qualitative description of what wavelet
analysis is, its use in compression and de-noising and its multiresolution properties which makes it attrac-
tive for certain applications in computer science. We briefly describe some of the important tools used
in this study e.g. the Best Basis, the Joint Best Basis and the Karhunen Loeve transform. All these sub-
jects will be presented formally and in detail in chapter 2. We also provide a brief introduction to image
query and a review of previous work on wavelet analysis in mammography. We end the chapter with an
overview of the thesis.
1.1 Wavelets: A Brief Historical Review
In this section we provide a brief historical review of wavelets based mainly on [29]. The area of
wavelets is relatively new. Its roots go back at least a century to the work of Karl Weierstrass, in which he
describes a family of functions constructed by superposition of scaled copies of a base function. These
functions were fractiles, being everywhere continuous but nowhere differentiable. In many disciplines
there is a need to analyze signals or data which usually come in a time series form, e.g., acoustic data,
speech or music, seismic information, various medical signals, images, and financial data. These signals
and data have to be cleaned up from noise, encoded, compressed or analyzed for the detection of specific
patterns. The classical tool for signal and time series data analysis is Fourier analysis. The Fourier
transform breaks the signal into its frequency components and provides spectral information. In many
cases, the Fourier transform provides the necessary information one looks for. If a certain dominant
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frequency is hidden in noise for example, Fourier analysis can, under appropriate conditions, detect that
frequency in a straightforward way. Fig 1.1 shows a 50 Hz sine wave ’buried’ in noise. It is hard if not
impossible to detect the existence of this sinusoid in the time domain. But as can be seen, it is clearly
visible in the frequency domain. The problem with Fourier analysis is that the frequency coefficients are
an ’average’ over the whole time interval. Sines and cosines are local in the frequency domain but global
in the time domain. In other words, in the transformation to the frequency(amplitude) domain, the time
information is lost. The magnitude spectrum of a signal does not provide any information relating the
frequency component to time. If, for example, there is an abrupt change in the signal, Fourier analysis
is not suited to detect (with reference to the time domain) such an abrupt change. Fig 1.2 shows a signal
with an abrupt change. The location of the abrupt change cannot be deduced from its frequency spectrum.
In chapter 2 we provide some illustrative examples of the capabilities of wavelet analysis in detecting
discontinuities, even minute ones.
Figure 1.1. 50Hz sine wave ’burried’ in noise. Top panel: the signal in the time domain, bottom panel,
the magnitude of its FFT.
In 1946, Dennis Gabor adapted Fourier analysis to perform local analysis. He developed a technique
called ’windowing’, in which a small section of the signal is analyzed at a time. This is the Short-Time
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Figure 1.2. A 50Hz signal with an abrupt discontinuity. Top panel, the signal in the time domain. Bottom
panel shows the magnitude of its FFT. The location of the abrupt change cannot be deduced from the FFT
information
Fourier Transform(STFT). It maps a signal into a two dimensional function of time and frequency. This
analysis may provide a solution in the analysis of certain signals. In a chirp signal, for example, the
frequency of the signal increases continuously. The instantaneous frequency, however, is well defined.
The Fourier spectrum of a chirp signal is very broad and does not reveal the well defined instantaneous
frequency. The STFT does show that at each point of time there is a dominant frequency component[14].
The Short-Time Fourier Transform has some drawbacks as its analysis is somewhat arbitrary. The window
size it uses may not be the optimal one for the analysis of the signal. Different ways of ’chopping’ up a
signal may yield different results, and therefore it has to be tailored to the particular signal under analysis
[14]. In addition, the STFT does not provide information on the very low frequency components of the
signal due to the fact that the window size is limited. In general, functions obey a version of the uncertainty
principle. Sharp localization in time and frequency are mutually exclusive.. To gain information on low
frequencies we need larger time intervals.
Wavelets were the next step in improving the tool for time frequency analysis of a signal. Wavelets
use a flexible window (scale) and thus can provide information on the low frequency components of the
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signal (which require large time intervals) and also provide localized information about high frequencies
(requiring short time intervals).
Back in 1909, Alfred Haar constructed an orthonormal system of functions with compact support
which could provide local information in the analysis of a signal. The system he constructed is called the
Haar basis and it provides the simplest wavelet among the family of wavelets developed so far.
The origin of the term wavelet comes from the field of seismology, where it describes the distur-
bance generated by a sharp seismic impulse that propagates upward. Later work by Morlet et al showed
how these seismic wavelets can be described with the Gabor functions. Morlet showed that any arbitrary
function can be analyzed with a set of analyzing functions composed of a single scaled and translated
mother wavelet. The notion of a single basis function used to build an entire basis using its scaled and
translated versions is in the heart of wavelet theory. It was further developed into a sound theory called
multiresolution analysis by Yves Meyer and Stephen Mallat. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 illustrate the scaled and
translated versions of the Morlet wavelet. It is the local support of the basis function that enables local
analysis of the signal. Shifted versions of the wavelet function enable the analysis of all the sections in a
signal and scaled versions of the wavelet function provide a wide range of frequency information about
the signal.
Other researchers followed by developing richer families of wavelet functions with various prop-
erties such as vanishing moments, support and regularity (Coifman, Daubechies and many others). For
example, the wavelet function developed by Daubechies provided a set of smooth basis functions which
are orthonormal and have compact support. In chapter 2, we illustrate the derivation of the set of basis
functions associated with Daubechies [4].
1.2 Wavelet Analysis
Wavelets are waveforms with limited duration (compact support) unlike the sine and cosine wave-
forms which are the basis functions in Fourier analysis. They are usually asymmetric and irregular in
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Figure 1.3. Morlet wavelet and its translated versions
shape (unlike sine and cosine waveforms). The rapid changes in the waveform of a wavelet function ac-
counts for its ability to analyze those portions of a signal which contain sharp changes. Wavelet analysis
has a continuous form, the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT), in which the change in scale and shift
of the wavelet waveform are continuous, and a discrete form, the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), in
which the change in scale is performed on dyadic intervals (the ratio of intervals is a power of 2). There
is a one-dimensional wavelet analysis and a two-dimensional wavelet analysis. In the DWT, the signal
passes through a pair of filters (decomposition filters) that represent the scaling and wavelet filters, one
a low pass and the other a high pass filter. The output of both filters is then down sampled. The result
(which has the same length as the original signal) is composed of an ’average’ and ’details’ of the sig-
nal (due to the application of a pair of low pass and high pass filters). In wavelet analysis, the process
of applying the pair of filters is repeated on the average portion of the result. In wavelet packet analysis
the process is applied to both the average and the detail coefficients, resulting in a finer resolution of the
frequency space. If the decomposition and reconstruction filters satisfy certain conditions (which will be
described in chapter 2), then the reconstruction of the signal is perfect.
One step of wavelet decomposition is illustrated below:
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Figure 1.4. Morlet wavelet and its scaled versions
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The reconstruction of the signal from its wavelet coefficients consists of similar steps but in reverse
order. First the average coefficients and the detail coefficients are upsampled; then they are passed through
a pair of reconstruction filters and added together:
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In two-dimensional wavelet analysis, which is applied to analyze images, the wavelet function is
composed of a scaling function and three wavelet functions. The result of one step analysis is an average
of the image (a smaller, lower resolution replica) and three sets of details: horizontal, vertical and diagonal
details. Two-dimensional analysis will be presented in more detail in chapter 2.
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1.3 Wavelets and Compression
Images of interest contain certain regularity and are not composed of pure noise. This means that
there is a certain amount of correlation in the pixels’ intensities. In general, if the pixels are highly
correlated, then there is a lower rank description of the image which captures most of the variance of
the coordinates. In transform coding, we seek a basis in which the coordinates are either uncorrelated or
less correlated so that most of the variation takes place in many fewer coordinates. If we can find such
a transformation, we then can represent the image in fewer coordinates. In such a case we achieve data
compression. The efficacy of a transformation depends on how much energy compaction is provided
by the transform. The Transform Coding Gain (TCG) [26], is one way of measuring the amount of
energy compaction achieved by an orthonormal transformation. The wavelet transform is found to have
a high value of TCG. While other transforms like the Discrete Cosine Transform may achieve a better
compression ratio, they do not have the adaptive property of the wavelet transform. In other transforms,
the rule of zeroing small coefficients is applied evenly and globally over all detail coefficients while the
wavelet transform is adaptive in this respect. It allows preserving small coefficients which account for
’important’ minute features that we do not want to be lost or distorted in the transformation.
Recently, the FBI had chosen the wavelet/scalar quantization(WSQ) algorithm over JPEG to store
its data base of fingerprints[30]. The FBI has a collection of 30 million sets of fingerprints that have to be
stored in an easily accessible form. Each fingerprint requires about 0.6 megabytes of memory. Although
JPEG can provide a compression ratio of 15:1 to 20:1, the blocking artifacts distort the features which are
important for identification. These features are the ’minute’ ridge endings and bifurcations (which form
permanently in childhood). The ability of wavelet analysis to provide a high level of compression while
preserving these minute features made it a winner [30]. As the amount of data today becomes enormous,
the need for compression is more crucial. Networks have to handle enormous amounts of data in the form
of text, sound, images or video clips. Satellite imagery and medical images require enormous amounts of
memory and compression is crucial for saving memory and for efficient and fast image retrieval. A single
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24 bit color picture with 256x256 pixels would require more than 0.2 megabytes of memory. Compression
increases the throughput of the network and, for satellite transmission, compression would greatly reduce
cost and decrease transmission time.
1.4 Wavelets and Signal Denoising
One of the applications of wavelets in the area of signal processing is noise removal. When de-
composing a signal, most of the wavelet coefficients are small or zero. This is the property that enables
wavelets to compress signals. In addition, since the noise is usually white noise, its energy is spread over
the whole spectrum. In the wavelet coefficients the noise energy will be concentrated in the detail co-
efficients. Various ’thresholding’ techniques were developed to remove most of the noise from a signal
while decreasing the loss in the signal[21,33]. In chapter 2, we provide some illustrative examples of the
de-noising power of wavelet analysis.
1.5 Wavelet and Multiresolution
Wavelet analysis provides a structure that represents a signal or image at different levels of approxi-
mations[29]. The mathematical framework of wavelet bases is that of a nested linear spaces Y 3  Y 4 
Y 5  ====. The basis functions of these linear spaces are called scaling functions. In addition to the scal-
ing function we define the wavelet spaces,Z m > which satisfies:
Y m.4 @ Y m Z m
where denotes the orthogonal sum operator. The wavelet functions at level j, Z m > are the orthog-
onal complement of Y m.4 in the space Y m = The basis functions in Wavelets are the basis functions that
constitute the wavelet space. This mathematical framework enables representing an image in a multires-
olution mode, i.e. the image is represented with different levels of approximation. This representation
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can be useful, for example, in image editing where it is important for the user to be able to do changes at
a coarser level in certain areas of the image and make finer changes in other areas.
Multiresolution representation of images has found many applications. These include: image query,
interactive painting, texture mapping (portion of a texture can be defined in a higher resolution), data
bases that provide a set of images coalesced into a single multiresolution image, virtual reality, and games
among other applications. The data structure used for multiresolution imaging is the quadtree which
enables the implementation of an efficient algorithm for reconstruction of various parts of the image at a
desired resolution.
1.6 Wavelets and Wavelet Packets
The wavelet transform has a continuous form and a discrete form just like the Fourier transform and
the Discrete Fourier Transform. We will limit the discussion to the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). It
was discovered that the DWT can be implemented using dyadic scales and positions (powers of 2) without
compromising accuracy. This provides an efficient algorithm called the fast wavelet transform. The idea
is to apply a set of two analyzing filters, high pass and low pass filters, each followed by a down sampling
operation. The output of the low pass filter provides information on the low frequency components of the
signal while the output of the high pass filter contains information on the high frequency components of
the signal. In chapter 2, we provide the implication of these convolution-downsampling operations in the
frequency domain to see how the spectrum of the original signal relates to that of the decimated outputs
of the filter banks.
In wavelet multilevel analysis, the decomposition process is iterated over the approximation coef-
ficients, resulting in the wavelet decomposition tree. Signals and images of interest have some structure.
Normally most of the energy would be concentrated in the low frequency range. As a result, the multi-
level wavelet analysis provides ’layers’ of information on the signal. The first level of detail coefficients
will provide information on the highest frequency components; the second level of detail coefficients will
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provide information on the next band of frequencies and so on. At the last level we find the approxima-
tion coefficients.
In wavelet packet analysis, the decomposition process is applied to both the approximation and the
detail coefficients. The frequency spectrum of the signal is analyzed into a finer partition and that pro-
vides a richer family of basis functions. This leads us to the best basis algorithm developed by Coifman
and Wickerhauser, which selects a basis from among a family of bases which is optimal with respect to
some information cost function. The best basis algorithm will be described in details in chapter 2.This is
important in the search algorithm for the ’best basis’ as will be described in chapter 2.
1.6.1 Best Basis and Joint Best Basis
As was mentioned, wavelet packet analysis provides a rich family of basis functions (using a certain
wavelet function). This family offers a large number of bases, some of them orthogonal bases. The family
of basis functions can be searched for a ’best basis’ with regard to some information cost function. We will
use entropy as the cost function, as it will provide a good measure of the compression ability of the basis.
The fast algorithm developed by Coifman and Wickerhauser searches the best basis with computational
complexity of RQ+orjQ, steps where N is the length of the data. This best basis is the basis that would
have the smallest reconstruction error among all possible bases in the family of basis functions when the
signal is reconstructed from a subset of its wavelet packet coefficients (which normally are taken to be a
subset with the largest magnitude).
The concept of best basis was extended to a family of signals or vectors by Wickerhauser. Given
an ensemble of vectors, a wavelet packet analysis can be applied to the ensemble. The wavelet packet
coefficients can be used to derive what is called the Joint best basis. This basis best describes the ensemble
(with respect to some information cost function) among all possible bases in the joint packet table. It is
important to note that a signal can be analyzed using various wavelets and thus a best basis or a joint best
basis can be derived for each wavelet. Details on the joint best basis will be provided in chapter 2.
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1.7 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA), also known as the Karhunen-Loeve transform(KLT), Factor
Analysis and Hotelling transform, was first introduced by Pearson in 1901 and developed by Hotelling
in 1933. It is the best known tool for multivariate analysis, and as computers gained high computational
power, it became more and more useful and popular, especially in statistical analysis[13]
Given a set of observations (or population of vectors) each with a dimension g, the various para-
meters (coordinates) maybe correlated and so the data is redundant. This implies that the data can be
represented in lower dimensional coordinates. PCA provides a transformation in which the original set
of observations is transformed to a new set of decorrelated coordinates. This results in a new distribu-
tion of the variance of the population where most of the variance is concentrated in a fewer g3 ?? g
coordinates (called the principal components). This reduction of dimensionality can be useful in terms
of computation and in terms of being able to describe some properties or features with a smaller number
of parameters. The Transform Coding Gain (TCG) or the accumulated variance is a measure that can be
used to compare the distribution of the variance in the new coordinates to that in the old coordinates . If
the population satisfies a multivariate normal distribution, PCA will provide the highest TCG among all
orthogonal transformations [26].
The KLT is also useful in compression due to the fact that most of the variance will be accounted by
fewer coordinates. It can also be used as a tool to detect clusters in a population [13]. If the population
can be represented in a small number of dimensions, then the PCA will find it so that for a high dimen-
sional data, we can get a two dimensional representation using the first two largest Principal Components.
Whether this would enable detecting clusters in the population depends on the features distinguishing the
classes.
With respect to classification, if the statistics of the training population and the test population are
similar, we can use the KLT to derive a transformation matrix from the training data and apply it to the
test data for classification.
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As the transformation matrix in PCA consists of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the
population, the transformation is data dependent (unlike the DCT which uses fixed basis functions).
For that reason, in applications of data compression, if the statistics of a channel are nonstationary, the
transformation matrix has to be recomputed and has to be sent to the receiver. This high overhead of
computation may limit the KLT in those applications [26].
The Karhunen-Loeve transform has also a geometric application which will be used in this thesis
[9]. In this application, the coordinates of the pixel’s image (rather than the intensity of the pixels) are
used to form the vector population (for 2-D images the dimension of the vector population would be 2).
When the KLT is applied over this vector population, the geometric effect is the rotation of an image along
a direction in which it seems most elongated (called the ’principal axis’ of the image). This application
is useful in image recognition and will be used in this thesis to improve the sensitivity to rotation of a
wavelet based approach in image query, as will be described in the next section.
1.8 Image Query, a Brief Introduction
Many fields such as graphic design, architecture, TV production, multimedia, art history, and satel-
lite imaging offer large data bases with thousands of images the user can access. These data bases have
to offer a fast, efficient way of searching for an item out of thousands of images. Traditional methods for
searching these data bases fail due to their large size, as it is very hard to locate a query image among
several thousands of target images[29].
One common strategy used in searching a query image in a large data base includes indexing the
images in the data base with keywords, but this approach has many difficulties from the user’s perspective
which make it unacceptable for large data bases[29].
In another strategy called the ’content-based image query’, the query is provided by the user either
as the output of some electronic device such as a low-resolution output of a scanner or video camera or a
rough sketch painted by the user. For example, a graphic designer may want to search for a specific image
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within its own data base or an external data base containing high resolution images by providing a low
resolution version of the image. We now mention some of the difficulties associated with this strategy.
The query image may be very different from the target image; so the comparison should tolerate such
difference. Also, if the query image is the output of some electronic device, it may suffer artifacts due
to color shift, poor resolution, etc., and if the image is hand painted, it is subject to perceptual errors. As
a result of these difficulties, the use of O4 and O5 metrics in the query process are not effective. These
metrics cannot accommodate the large differences and distortion between the query image and the target
images. Recently a group of researchers [12] developed a multiresolution image query algorithm based on
wavelet analysis, which greatly improves the success rate and speed of the query search compared to other
content based image query systems. The metric used in this approach is based on truncated, quantized
wavelet coefficients of the images. A subset of the wavelet coefficients is then chosen (those with large
magnitude) and their values quantized to 	4. Then, in the comparison process, only the significant
wavelet coefficients are used and, due to the quantization, the metric accommodates differences in their
values. A data structure also was developed for the fast computation of this metric. As an example, the
query process of a 128x128 image on a database of 20,000 images takes under 1/2 a second compared to
14 minutes when the O4 metric is used.
Some of the previous approaches to content based image query, such as the ones using a color his-
togram, are not sensitive to image displacement and rotation. IBM developed a system which is commer-
cially available and allows the query process to be based on the color, composition, texture, shape feature
and dominant edges. Another approach called query by visual example, performs edge extraction on the
sketched input and uses these edges to search the data base.
Compared to these approaches, the multiresolution approach provides some advantages, such as
the ability to compare a query image and a target image regardless of the resolution with which each is
represented. Still it suffers from high sensitivity to displacement and rotation of query image relative to
the target image as wavelet coefficients are not invariant under displacement and rotation of an image. We
will combine the Karhunen Loeve transform in the query process to improve this sensitivity. A detailed
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description of this approach including some experimental results within the limited context of alphabetic
characters and including the improvement on the sensitivity to rotation and displacement can be found in
a published paper found in chapter 5.
1.9 Wavelet Analysis and Mammography
Mammography is currently the most effective method for detection of breast cancer, and asymp-
tomatic screening with mammography can reduce mortality from breast cancer by 20-40% [36]. It is also
the most demanding of all clinical imaging applications as it requires high contrast, high signal to noise
ratio and resolution with minimal x-radiation. The success rate in the diagnosis depends on the skills of
the radiologist and the visual inspection of the mammogram.
Breast cancer is one of the major causes of death for women in the U.S. Early detection using mam-
mography has proven to be an efficient tool to reduce the number of deaths. Still 10% to 30% of women
who have breast cancer and undergo mammography have negative mammograms [1]. Furthermore, only
20%-40% of the women who undergo biopsy have cancer. Biopsies are expensive, invasive and trau-
matic to the patient. This motivated the development of CAD (Computer Aided Diagnosis) tools as well
as research on automated classification of mammograms to help the radiologist decrease the percentage
of false negatives and increase the positive predictive value in the diagnosis process.
The high rate of false positives is partly due to the difficulties in the diagnosis process and partly
due to the fear of missing a cancer. In a general screening population, less than 1% of the cases will have
cancer. The rate of success in the diagnosis of mammograms depends greatly on image quality, signal
to noise ratio and the resolution of the image. Research in developing digital imaging is in progress [5],
but currently mammogram images are based on the conventional screen film. Screen film mammograms
are limited in their dynamic range, and also by low contrast resolution, film noise and film processing
artifacts [5] which are in part responsible for the high rates of false negatives and false positives. In
about two thirds of the false negative cases, the radiologist failed to detect cancer that was evident in
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retrospective possibly due to image quality, eye fatigue and distraction by other image features. These
facts motivate research aimed at enhancing the mammogram images (e.g. by enhancement of features
such as clustered calcification regions which were found to be associated with breast cancer), providing
CAD (Computer Aided Diagnostics) tools that can alert the radiologist to potentially malignant regions
in the mammograms, and developing tools for automated classification of mammograms into benign and
malignant classes. Compression of mammographic images that greatly reduce the number of coefficients
needed to represent the image, while still keeping the features that discriminate between malignant and
benign mammograms (whether visible or not visible to the radiologist ), are therefore important.
In this thesis we apply a few variants of the joint best basis algorithm and the approximate KLT,
which combines the joint best basis derived from the wavelet packet of an ensemble of segments and
principal component analysis to mammographic images. We use these tools for image enhancement and
classification of mammograms to benign and malignant classes.
1.9.1 Review of Selected Previous Work
Most of the previous work on mammographic images consists of image enhancement (to improve
the detection of calcification points and masses) and automated detection of calcification clusters and
masses. Microcalcifications are an important indicator of malignancy as 30-50% of the malignant mam-
mograms contain calcification points [34]. Fewer studies have been done in automated classification of
mammographic images.
A variety of approaches have been used to enhance mammographic features, to detect and localize
suspicious areas, and to classify mammographic images including expert-based systems (that use texture
analysis), neural networks, Fourier analysis and wavelet analysis. The Department of Radiology, Kurt
Rossmann Laboratories conducted intensive research in various breast imaging projects. In [38] a com-
puter program has been developed which can locate clustered microcalcifications on mammograms. In
this project, the mammogram is first enhanced using linear filtering to improve the signal to noise ratio of
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microcalcifications regions. Then using gray-level thresholding techniques, potential areas of microcal-
cifications are isolated and indicated by the program. The rate of true-positive cluster detection reported
using 60 mammograms reached 87%. In [39] a computerized scheme for the detection of masses is being
developed. The method employed in this project is based on the deviation from the normal architec-
tural symmetry of the right and left breasts to detect potential candidate masses. In an evaluation study,
using 154 pairs of clinical mammograms, a sensitivity of 95% was achieved with an average of 2.5 false-
positive detections per image. (Note:not all masses are malignant). In [41] an automated computerized
classification of clustered microcalcification was developed. The method uses features of individual mi-
crocalcification (thickness, volume, area, and shape) as well as features of the cluster itself (number of
calcification points in the cluster, area and shape of the cluster). These projects were integrated in [40]
into an intelligent mammography workstation, and 8,035 cases were analyzed in the first two years of
implementation. It was found that out of the total 34 cancers found in the population, 23 were detected
by the workstation (16 of 23 cases contained masses and 7 of 23 cases contained clustered microcalci-
fications). In [42], the authors use a morphological based algorithm to detect microcalcification points.
The output of the system developed is a mammogram with circled microcalcification. The interpretation
and diagnosis are left for the mammographer. In [35], several wavelets were used to study their effec-
tiveness in detecting microcalcifications using a database of 39 mammograms containing 41 microcalci-
fications. It was reported that the db20 had the best performance in detecting clustered microcalcifica-
tions. We will use this result in our study. In [15], image enhancement techniques were applied to a set
of 100 mammograms (58 with calcification clusters). The results reported show that wavelet-enhanced
digital mammograms may assist radiologists in diagnosing calcifications directly from computer moni-
tors and may compensate for current technologic limitations. Eckstein et al in [5] studied human visual
psychophysics in the context of mammographic images and the dependence of human performance in
the diagnosis process on the type of noise that exist in the mammogram. Yoshida et al in [36,37] used
the matching pursuit to detect microcalcifications in mammograms. The data base they used consisted
of 82 region of interest (ROIs), half of which contained microcalcifications and half selected randomly
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from normal areas of mammographic images. Using orthogonal wavelets with fixed weights, he reports
a sensitivity of 82% and specificity of 75% in detecting microcalcifications and with optimally weighted
wavelet packets he reports an improvement in the sensitivity from 82% to 92%.
Wu et al in [34] developed a convolution neural network that is used to classify benign and malig-
nant microcalcifications in radiograph of pathologic specimens (biopsy specimens). In biopsy specimens,
scatter radiation recorded on films is reduced because there is less underlying tissue around microcalci-
fications than in normal mammograms. As a result, microcalcifications in radiographs of biopsy speci-
mens are generally more clearly represented than those in regular mammograms[34]. With this database
he reports the average results of 80% for sensitivity and 85% specificity (compared to the average per-
formance of radiologists of 80% sensitivity and 20% specificity).
It is important to note that the mammograms we used in this study are from an early stage and so
they are harder to classify. At a later stage, the features distinguishing malignant from benign develop
and make classification easier.
1.10 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis will focus on two applications which make use of wavelet analysis: the wavelet based
method in image query and the classification of mammographic images. In the first application we sug-
gest the integration of the Karhunen Loeve transform (Hotelling transform) in the wavelet based approach
in image query to improve on the sensitivity of the method to displacement and rotation of the query im-
age. In the second application we apply KLT and wavelet packet analysis to derive feature vectors based
on the Joint best basis and a variant of the approximate KLT developed by Wickerhauser. We experiment
with a few variants of the Joint best basis and provide the classification results using as classifiers the
k-nearest neighborhood (k-nn) and Fisher’s linear discriminant.
Chapter 2 provides the mathematical preliminaries of the topics used in this thesis. We start with a
basic theory of wavelets presenting some aspects of wavelet analysis: the multiresolution properties (the
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relation between wavelet analysis and nested linear spaces), the construction of the scaling and wavelet
functions, the fast wavelet transform and the decomposition and reconstruction processes. We will de-
scribe both the 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional wavelet analysis and proceed to describe the relation of
wavelet analysis to filter banks (the signal processing aspect of wavelet analysis). We then present the
material relevant directly for classification, the importance of feature vectors, the relation of feature vec-
tors and the transforms we use in this study and the two measures of the energy compaction we use, the
transform coding gain and the accumulated variance. This will be followed by a description of wavelet
packet analysis which is a generalization of wavelet analysis and provides a finer partition of the high fre-
quency portion of the spectrum of the signal, the best basis and the Joint best basis which is an extension
of the best basis to a population of vectors. We also provide a mathematical review of principal compo-
nent analysis (the Karhunen Loeve transform), its application in reducing the representation of a signal
to a smaller number of coordinates and its application in the geometric manipulation of images. The ap-
proximate KLT will then be presented which composes KLT and the Joint best basis. We end chapter 2
with a description of Fisher’s LDA which is one of the classifiers we use.
In chapter 3 we describe the methodology we use in this study to apply the KLT and wavelet packet
analysis to our mammographic images. This includes the application of the Hotelling transform to align
a query image in some reference coordinates to improve errors due to misalignment of the query image
relative to the target image. We present a few image enhancement techniques, including local image
normalization and adaptive filtering to enhance features of interest and remove background structure.
We present the derivation of shift invariant statistics for our mammographic images by representing each
mammographic image by a large ensemble of overlapping segments sampled from the image. We then
present the various feature vectors used for classification in conjunction with the k-nn classifier and
Fisher’s Linear Discriminant.
Chapter 4 will include the experimental results of this study. We describe the experiments starting
with the poorest classification performance and ending with the best classification performance. We begin
with the effects of the adaptive image enhancement in different forms and its importance to our study.
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We continue by comparing the various bases in terms of their transform coding gain and the accumulated
variance. We compare distribution of variance in the original basis, the standard wavelet basis, the KL
basis, the Joint best basis and the approximate KL basis and analyze the results in view of the theory
presented in chapter 3. We then provide classification results using various feature vectors based on the
Joint best basis and the approximate KL basis.
Section 5 provide a summary of the results and discussion on some future research along the lines
of this study.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Preliminaries
In this chapter we present a basic mathematical frame of wavelet theory and its applications as well
as the Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT) and related topics used in this study. Most of the material on
wavelet theory is based on references [4,10,12,14,21,27,29,30,3]; the material relating to the application
of wavelet analysis is based on references [17,25,33]. Some of the illustrating examples are based on
examples from [17,33] and some of the related concepts which will be described, such as applications of
KLT, Fisher’s LDA, transform coding gain, etc. are based on [7,9,13,26].
We start with a general theory of wavelet analysis in the context of multiresolution and nested linear
spaces. We show the relation between the wavelet transform and filter bank, a relation that emphasizes the
signal processing aspect of wavelet analysis. We present the continuous and discrete wavelet transforms,
the 1-D and 2-D fast wavelet transform. We continue to describe the wavelet packet analysis which
provides a finer partition of the frequency space. We then present the best basis algorithm developed by
R. Coifman and M. Wickerhauser which selects a basis with some useful properties from the wavelet
packet table of a signal. This will be followed by the Joint best basis, which is an extension of the best
basis applied to an ensemble of signals. We will define the concepts of information cost function which
will be used to compare the representation of a signal in different bases and entropy, which is one form
of information cost function. This will be followed by a formal presentation of the Karhunen Loeve
Transform (KLT) known also as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and its application in geometric
manipulation of images. We then introduce the Approximate Karhunen Loeve Transform, developed by
Wickerhauser which comprises the KLT and Joint best basis and which will be an important basis in this
study. We will provide also a brief description of Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis and the K-Nearest
Neighborhood (k-nn) which will serve as classifiers in this study.
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2.1 A Brief Review of Wavelet Theory
In this section we provide a brief review of wavelet theory from a few different perspectives: wavelet
and linear subspaces, wavelet analysis as an orthogonal transform with high transform coding gain and
the relation between wavelet analysis and filter banks.
2.1.1 Linear Space and Wavelets
We present the mathematical frame that reveals the multiresolution aspect of the wavelet transfor-
mation. We start with the definition of a set of subspaces, Yq> q 5 ]> with certain properties.
Every subspace Yq > q 5 ]> satisfies the following axioms:
1. Scaling:
i+{, 5 Yq +, i+5{, 5 Y5q
2. Inclusion:
Yq  Yq.4 iru doo q
3.Density:
Forvxuh = i
^
Yqj @ O5+U,
4.Maximality: _
Yq @ i3j
5.Basis: 6 +{, such that the set i+{ n,jn5] is an orthonormal basis for Y3
i.e.
i+{, 5 Y3 @, i+{, @
[
n
dn+{ n,
Now, by axiom (5) the subspace ^i+{ n,jn5] ` is an orthonormal basis for Y3
and so by axiom (1):
5q@5i+5q{ n,jn5] is an orthonormal basis for Yq =
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The union of all subspaces,
q5]
^
5q@5i+5q{ n,jn5]
is a basis for O5+U, but it is not an orthogonal basis. Since Yq  Yq.4 > the subspaces are not mutually
orthogonal.
2.1.1.1
Creating an orthonormal basis by defining a wavelet subspace
Based on the properties of the subspaces we have:
Y4 @ Y3
P
Z3
Y5 @ Y4
P
Z4 @ Y3
P
Z3
P
Z4
=
=
=
Yq.4 @ Y3
P
Z3
P
Z4
P
===
P
Zq
and the space of measurable functions can then be expressed as:
O5+U, @ Y3
P
Z3
P
Z4
P
===
We now can express O5+U, in terms of the wavelet subspaces only.
To see that, we observe that
Y3 @ Y4
P
Z4 @ Y5
P
Z5
P
Z4 @
P
Zq> q 5 ]
and so O5+U, is an orthogonal sum of the wavelet subspaces:
O5+U, @
P
Zq> q 5 ]
Example: The Haar Wavelet
The Scaling function, +{, and the wavelet function are defined:
+{, @

4 iru 3 ? {  4
3 rwkhuzlvh

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+{, @

4 iru 3 ? {  4@5
4 iru 4@5 ? {  4

The two functions satisfy: ]
+{,g{ @ 4]
m+{,m5 g{ @ 4]
+{,g{ @ 3]
m+{,m5 g{ @ 4
The union of scaled shifted version of the wavelet function
q5]
^
5q@5i+5q{ n,jn5]
provides an orthonormal basis(the Haar basis) for O5+U, .
(Note: the factor 5q@5 preserves the O5 norm).
Now, given a function f(x), what would be its expansion using the Haar basis? Since the basis is
orthonormal we can find the expansion coefficients easily.
i+{, @
[
q>n5]
qn 5
q@5+5q{ n,
qn @
]
i+{,5q@5+5q{ n,g{
Where qn are the wavelet coefficients, q represents the scale and n the displacement of the wavelet
function.
2.1.2 The Dilation Equation and the Construction of the Scaling and Wavelet functions
First we show how the scaling function is constructed using the dilation equation. The basic dilation
equation is a two-scale difference equation[30]:
+{, @
[
n
fn+5{ n,
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where fn represent the lowpass filter coefficients. To find a solution for+{,we first require a normalized
solution that satisfies: ]
+{,g{ @ 4
Integrating both sides of the equation for +{,> it follows that:
[
fn @ 5
For example, the ’Haar’ scaling function is constructed from the filter coefficients:
f @ +4> 4,
which yield the box function:
+{, @ 4 iru 3 ? { ? 4
and its scaled version:
+5{, @

4 iru 3 ? { ? 4@5
3 iru 4@5  { ? 4

and +5{  4, is a translated scaled version of +{,= Using the dilation equation we can continue to
derive +7{,>+;{,> ==.
The wavelet function then can be derived from the equation:
Z +{, @
[
+4,nfQn+5{ n,
where Q is the number of coefficients in f . Note that +4,nfQn represents the coefficients of the
complementary high pass filter in the filter bank. Applying this equation for the ’Haar’ case with f @
+4> 4,> we get the Haar wavelet:
Z +{, @ +5{,+5{ 4,
2.1.3 The Fast Wavelet Transform
In general given a function f(t), its Continuous Wavelet Transform is defined to be:
F+vfdoh> srvlwlrq, @
]
i+w,+vfdoh> srvlwlrq> w,gw
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where +vfdoh> srvlwlrq, is a scaled and shifted version of the wavelet function used. The result of
the transform are the coefficients F, functions of scale and position. This transform is continuous with
respect to scale and position and so involves an enormous amount of calculation and generates a lot of
wavelet coefficients. It was found that if we restrict the analysis only to certain scales and positions, we
can still get a set of coefficients which can be used to reconstruct the original signal without compromising
accuracy. In the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), we use dyadic scales and positions (based on powers
of 2). An efficient and fast decomposition and reconstruction algorithm was developed in 1988 by Mallat
(like the FFT for the Fourier transform) which uses a set of filters and executes the wavelet transform in
R+Q, steps.
2.1.4 One-level and multilevel decomposition of a signal
The scheme for one stage decomposition involves applying low pass and high pass filters to the sig-
nal, each followed by a downsampling (decimation) step so that the total number of coefficients equals
the length of the original signal. The output of the low pass filter provides the approximation coeffi-
cients and the output of the high pass filter provides the details. In multilevel decomposition of a signal,
the above process is iterated on the approximation coefficients with successive approximations being de-
composed in turn. This process can be continued until the approximation coefficients consist of a single
value. In practice the number of levels is chosen based on the signal or a criterion such as entropy. The fi-
nal result of this process is the wavelet decomposition tree which enables the reconstruction of the signal
at different levels of resolution.
2.1.5 The Reconstruction Process
The approximation and detail coefficients of a signal can be used to reconstruct the original signal.
This is called the Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT). The synthesis is a reverse process. One
stage of synthesis is composed of applying an upsampling and filtering to the approximation and detail
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coefficients of the last stage of the wavelet analysis. This would result in the approximation of the signal
at the next level. We can continue this process by upsampling and filtering the new approximation coef-
ficients and the next set of detail coefficients to produce the approximation of the signal at the next level.
If we continue this process, the final synthesis step would produce the original signal (the process can be
iterated orj5+Q, times where N is the length of the signal). More precisely, if the analysis and synthesis
filters satisfy certain conditions (QMF) they will provide perfect reconstruction. Note that at each stage
of the reconstruction process, we get an approximation of the signal at a different level of resolution.
The discrete version uses a two channel subbband coder implemented via a set of quadrature mirror
filters (QMF). The derivation of the four filters used for the decomposition and reconstruction begins
with the dilation equation and will be described later.
2.1.6 Wavelets and Filter Banks
Wavelets and filter banks are closely related and this relationship provides the link between wavelet
analysis and signal processing. The choice of the filters determines the shape of the wavelet and whether
it provides a perfect reconstruction or not. In constructing a wavelet, the first step is to derive the filter
bank which consists of an analysis stage K3> K4 and a synthesis stage I3> I4 [30]. Quadrature mirror
filters (QMF) have the following property: the high pass filter is a mirror image of the low pass (in
squared magnitude) with respect to the middle frequency @5 (called the quadrature frequency). In the
analysis stage the signal is analyzed by a convolution-subsampling step using the low pass and high pass
filters. The synthesis step consists of upsampling and filtering.
We will follow the notation used in [25] to describe the relation of wavelet analysis and filter banks
for discrete signals.
Let i @ iinj5N4n@3 be a real valued vector of even length 5N representing the signal to be analyzed.
Let k @ iknjO4n@3 and j @ ijnjO4n@3 be the impulse response coefficients of the low pass and high pass
filters, respectively.
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The analysis step of the signal i consists of the convolution-subsampling operations represented
by the operators K and J:
+Ki,n @
O4[
o@3
koi5n.o
+Ji,n @
O4[
o@3
joi5n.o
for n @ 3> 4> ===>N  4. Let f @ ifnjN4n@3 and g @ ignjN4n@3 be the coefficients resulting from the
analysis stage K and J respectively.
The synthesis of the signal from these coefficients is done by K and J> the adjoint operators of
K and J defined by the upsampling-convolution operations:
+Kf,n @
[
3n5o?O
kn5ofo
+Jg,n @
[
3n5o?O
jn5ogo
for k=0,1,...,2K-1. The two sets of filters, the analysis filters K>J and the synthesis filters K , J are
called quadrature mirror filters (QMF) if they satisfy the orthogonality conditions:
KJ @ JK @ 3
KK .JJ @ L
where I is the identity operator. The orthogonality conditions are equivalent to perfect reconstruction.
Given a set of low pass and high pass filters,k and j, what would be the restrictions on these filters
so that the operators K>J are orthogonal (and provide perfect reconstruction)? To answer this question
we define
p3+, @
O4[
n@3
knh
ln
p4+, @
O4[
n@3
jnh
ln
then K>J are QMF if and only if the following matrix is unitary:
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
p3+, p3+.,
p4+, p4+.,

The relation between the low pass and high pass filters j> k is given by:
jn @ +4,nkO4n
i.e. we reverse the order of the coefficients in k and change the sign of the odd numbered coefficients.
As the frequency response of the low pass and high pass filters overlap, this will result in aliasing in
each channel; therefore, the synthesis filters, I3> I4>have to be adapted to the analysis filters to cancel
the aliasing. Filter banks which provide a perfect reconstruction are called biorthogonal filter banks.
The synthesis bank is the inverse (in terms of the matrix operations ) of the analysis bank.
Next we illustrate the relation between wavelets and filter banks using the MATLAB wavelet tool-
box. We show the derivation of the 4 tap Daubechies wavelet (db2) from the low pass and high pass filter
bank associated with it [ 30, 17].
The low pass filter coefficients(impulse response) corresponding to db2 are:
f @ +4 .
s
6> 6 .
s
6> 6
s
6> 4
s
6,@+7
s
5,
This low pass filter has double zeros at the Nyquist frequency (the highest frequency) and the set
of coefficients satisfy the following orthonormal properties:
The sum of the coefficients is 2.
The sum of the square of the coefficients is 1 (euclidean norm is 1);
The vector is orthogonal to its double shift, i.e.
S
f+n,  f+n  5, @ 3=
The high pass filter coefficients,g+n,, corresponding to db2 can be derived from:
g+n, @ tpi+f+n,, @ +4,nf+Q  n, Q @ 7> n @ 3> 4> 5> 6
This gives:
g @ +4
s
6>+6
s
6,> 6 .
s
6>+4 .
s
6,@+7
s
5,
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This is the impulse response of the high pass filter and it satisfies the following properties:
The sum of the coefficients is 0.
The sum of the square of the coefficients is 1 (euclidean norm is 1);
The vector is orthogonal to its double shift, i.e.
S
g+n,  g+n  5, @ 3=
We use these two filters to derive the two sets of decomposition and reconstruction filters:
OrzSdvvUhfrqIlowhu @ f+n,
KljkSdvvUhfrqIlowhu @ g+n,
OrzSdvvGhfrpsIlowhu @ uhyhuvh+f+n,,
KljkSdvvGhfrpsIlowhu @ uhyhuvh+g+n,,
Fig. 2.1 provides the graphs of the four filter coefficients and their frequency for the db6, 12 tap
wavelet. They were derived similar to the derivation of the QMF based on db2.
Figure 2.1. db6 4 qmf filters. Left panel from top: Scaling filter, LP decomposition filter, LP reconstruc-
tion filter, transfer modulus of LP filter. Right column from top: HP decomposition filter, HP reconstruc-
tion filter, transfer modulus of HP filter.
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2.1.7 Vanishing Moments of a Wavelet Function
One of the properties of a wavelet function is the number of its vanishing moments. This property
relates to the compression rate achieved using the wavelet.
For example, the Haar wavelet has 1 vanishing moment (the coefficients corresponding to intervals
where the analyzed function is constant will be zero), db2 has two vanishing moments (the coefficients
corresponding to intervals where the function is either constant or linear will be zero) and db3 has 3
vanishing moments (the coefficients corresponding to intervals where the function is either constant,
linear or a polynomial of degree 2, will be zero) and so on. In general, the higher the number of the
vanishing moments, the higher the compression rate is. Of course the higher the vanishing moment, the
wider is the support of the filter (larger number of coefficients). For a specific signal, it is possible to find
an upper bound on the detail coefficients using a Taylor series expansion of the analyzed signal[29].
2.1.8 1-D Wavelet Analysis
We next illustrate some of the capabilities of 1-dimensional wavelet analysis. The illustrations are
based on tutorial examples that appear in [17].
The first example illustrates how wavelet analysis can provide local information on a signal and
detect a discontinuity, even a minute one. We analyze a signal that is composed of two exponentials
connected together. The signal is perfectly smooth except at the point where the two exponentials meet,
but the discontinuity is not visible. In fig 2.2 we apply a two level wavelet analysis using db4 and zoom
on the detail coefficients.
Because the signal is perfectly smooth we need a wavelet function with a high level of regularity
(high number of vanishing moments) to detect the singularity. The discontinuity is clear in the detail
coefficients as can be seen in the picture. Fourier analysis could not provide information on this ’slight’
discontinuity.
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Figure 2.2. A signal with second derivative discontinuity. Top panel- signal, mid panel-second detail
coeff ’s, bottom panel-first level detail coeff ’s.
In the next example we illustrate the distribution of white noise at different levels of the wavelet
analysis. The signal we analyze is pure white noise (the energy is distributed evenly over all frequencies).
We apply a wavelet analysis at level 2, using db3 and examine the energy distribution at different levels of
the wavelet decomposition. In general, the details at the first level of decomposition contain the highest
frequency components, the details at the second level contain the next layer of high frequencies and so
on. As can be seen in fig. 2.3, the details at all levels do not have any regularity and look like noise-type
signals. This is due to the fact that the signal is composed of white noise including all frequencies. But
as we go deeper in the decomposition level, color is introduced in the coefficients (since at each level, a
certain level of frequencies is removed). Also the variance (of the amplitude) of the details decreases as
the level of decomposition increases (the variance decreases two fold from one level to the next). This
observation is important in de-noising a signal.
Next is an example from [17] (p.6-83) which illustrates the de-noising capabilities of wavelet analy-
sis, using soft thresholding that is adapted to different levels of the detail coefficients (and so it is not
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Figure 2.3. Wavelet analysis of a signal composed of white noise. From top to bottom panel: analyzed
signal, detail coeff ’s at level 4, 3,2,1 respectively.
global filtering). The signal to be analyzed is a noisy electrical signal (due to random fluctuations in
electrical consumption). Fig. 2.4 provides the signal and the de-noised version.
2.1.9 2-D Wavelet Analysis
There are two schemes for 2 dimensional wavelet analysis: The standard wavelet transform and
the nonstandard wavelet transform [29]. In the standard wavelet transform, we first apply a full one
dimensional transform to each row of the image, then we apply a full one dimensional transform to each
column of the result of the first step. The first step provides the average and details for each row. The
result of the second step would be an overall average and the rest are details of the transformation.
The second method, used by the MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox, is the nonstandard wavelet transform.
In this scheme we apply the following steps:
1. One step of transformation to each row
2. One step of transformation to each of the columns in the result
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Figure 2.4. De-noising of a signal. Top panel- noisy electrical signal, bottom- de-noised version.
These two steps result in a quadrant of average and three quadrants of details: horizontal, vertical
and diagonal.
3. We repeat steps 1,2 on the quadrant of the average.
The final result of this scheme is an overall average of the image and layers (their number depends
on the number of levels of decomposition) consisting of quadrants of details: horizontal, vertical and
diagonal. As in the case of 1-d wavelet analysis, this structure enables reconstruction of the image at
different levels of resolution.
The basis functions for the 2-D wavelet transform are derived by a tensor product of the one dimen-
sional scaling and wavelet functions.
If +{, is the one dimensional scaling function and +{, is the one dimensional wavelet function,
we define the following 2-dimensional scaling and wavelet functions: +{> |,> the two-dimensional
scaling function
+{> |, @ +{,+|,
and three wavelet functions: +{> |,> +{> |,> and +{> |,> as follows:
+{> |, @ +{,+{,
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+{> |, @ +{,+|,
+{> |, @ +{,+|,
Using these wavelet functions we can create a set of scaled and translated versions of the three wavelet
functions. The nonstandard basis will consist of the single scaling function and a set of scaled and trans-
lated versions of the three wavelet functions[29].
2.1.10 2-D wavelet analysis of images
We illustrate the nonstandard decomposition of 2-d images using the standard image ’woman’.
We will apply one level of decomposition to the image resulting in the approximate coefficients and
the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details. Then we will apply another level of decomposition to the
approximation coefficients to get a second set of approximation coefficients and horizontal, vertical and
diagonal coefficients. We will ’arrange’ the first set of three detail coefficients and the second set of
three detail coefficients and approximation in a single matrix which is displayed in fig.2.5. Note that the
smaller replica of the image is of size 1/4x1/4 compared to the original image. Having three sets of details
can be very useful for certain applications. For example we may be interested in some feature which is
characterized by certain frequencies aligned diagonally in the image. The coefficients corresponding to
these features will appear in the diagonal quadrants.
2.1.11 De-noising of 2-dimensional images
As in the case of a 1-d signal, the wavelet transform can be used for de-noising of 2-d images. We
illustrate the adaptive de-noising capabilities of wavelet analysis using an example from [17] (p.6-84).
We use a synthetic signal to which we add normal gaussian white noise; then a threshold is computed to
be used for de-noising. Fig. 2.6 shows the original image, the noisy and the de-noised signal.
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Figure 2.5. Two levels of nonstandard decomposition of the image ’woman’
2.2 Wavelet Packets
In standard wavelet analysis, one level of the analysis consists of decomposing the signal into ap-
proximation coefficients and details. In the second level of decomposition, the approximation coefficients
are decomposed again into approximation and detail coefficients. Wavelet analysis does not treat all fre-
quencies equally. It provides a finer partition of the lower half of the frequency spectrum. For many sig-
nals this may be adequate as most of the energy of the signal may be concentrated in the lower half of the
spectrum. For other signals, a different approach provided by wavelet packet analysis is more adequate.
Wavelet packet analysis is just a generalization of the wavelet analysis. It ’treats’ all frequencies equally.
In the first level of decomposition, the signal is decomposed into approximation coefficients and detail
coefficients. The process then is applied to both the approximate and detail coefficients. Thus wavelet
packet analysis provides a finer partition of both the high and low frequency ranges. This may be impor-
tant in cases where the interesting features of the signal are hidden in the high frequency components and
a finer resolution of frequency information can help extract those features. While wavelet analysis has a
computation complexity of R+q, , wavelet packet analysis has a complexity of R+qorjq, [25].
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Figure 2.6. De-noising of images. Left top-original signal, right top-original signal with added noise,
bottom left-de-noised signal.
The diagram below taken from [33] illustrates the structure of wavelet packet analysis. K>J represent
the convolution-downsampling low pass and high pass filters, respectively. In this example, the signal is
composed of 8 coefficients: {3> ===> {:= In the first stage of the wavelet packet decomposition, we apply
the two filters to produce the ’average’ coefficients v3> ===> v6 and the 4 detail coefficients g7> ===> g:= We
then continue and apply the filters to both the average and detail coefficients. In this example, as the
length of our signal is 8, the depth of the decomposition is 3. If we use the ’Haar’ wavelet, then we have:
v3 @ +{3 . {4,@
s
5 and v4 @ +{5 . {6,@
s
5 and so on. For the detail coefficients using the ’Haar’
wavelet we will have g7 @ +{3{4,@
s
5> g8 @ +{5{6,@
s
5 and so on. Similarly the other coefficients
are computed.
{3 {4 {5 {6 {7 {8 {9 {:
K 1) J
v3 v4 v5 v6 g7 g8 g9 g:
K 1) J K 1) J
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vv3 vv4 gv5 gv6 vg7 vg8 gg9 gg:
K 1) J K 1) J K 1) J K 1) J
vvv gvv vgv ggv vvg gvg vgg ggg
Note that each row of coefficients is completely determined by the coefficients of the previous row
and the two convolution-down sampling filters K>J. Also, each row of coefficients can be derived us-
ing the adjoint operators of K>J which we denote by K> J= These adjoint operators are upsampling-
convolution operators and they enable the reconstruction of the whole packet coefficients from the coef-
ficients at the leaves. The data structure used by MATLAB [17] does not provide all the coefficients of
a wavelet packet corresponding to a signal. Rather, it holds only the coefficients at the leaves and, using
the two adjoint operators, it can compute the coefficients at any level and position within a level. Wave-
lab [32] does have commands that provide all the coefficients in a packet. The wavelet packet of a signal
is used to derive its best basis, and the wavelet packets of an ensemble of vectors are used to derive the
Joint best basis as we describe later.
2.2.1 Orthonormal Bases and Information Cost Functions
An important property of wavelet packets (32) is the fact that they contain many orthonormal bases.
This is due to the properties of the QMF applied in the derivation of the packet. Any subset of these
coefficients with a ’horizontal projection’ that has complete coverage and such that the projection of no
two coefficients overlap provides an orthonormal basis. The first row (the original data) represents the
coefficients in the euclidean basis and any other row provide an orthonormal basis. The coefficients in
the standard wavelet basis are: vvv> gvv> gv5> gv6> g7> g8> g9> g:=
The wavelet packet provides many bases which can be used to represent the signal. To compare
the different representations, we introduce the notion of information cost that has its origins in informa-
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tion theory. The various information cost functions provide a measure of how evenly the ’energy’ of a
signal (vector) is distributed among the various coordinates. A ’good’ representation for the purpose of
compression, for example, would have a few large values and all the others would be very small. The
information cost function we choose has to be additive, as this is a necessary property in the best basis
algorithm that will be described later.
Formally, given a sequence ivj @ +v4> v5> ====,, and > a real valued function defined on ^3>4,> the
real valued functional P is said to be additive if
P+v, @
[
l
+mvlm,
and +3, @ 3
There are various information cost functions which can be found in [17],[33]. We will use an information
cost functional based on Shannon entropy defined to be:
K+v, @ 
[
l
v5l orj+v
5
l ,
We also assume the sequence is normalized, i.e.
S
l v
5
l @ 4=
2.2.2 The Best Basis Algorithm
As we have seen, the wavelet packet of a signal provides many bases that can be used to represent
a signal. We would like to search for the basis with the lowest information cost. A fast and efficient
algorithm that has a complexity of R+q^orjq`, was developed by Coifman and Wickerhauser. We present
the algorithm following the notations in [25] and [33]. The algorithm will find the basis that minimizes
a given information cost as long as it additive. Note that given a signal, one can derive more than one
wavelet packet for the signal using different QMFs. Each will provide a library that will have a best
basis. Having the best basis of each library, one can choose the basis among these bases using again an
information cost such as Shannon entropy.
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Given a finite sequence ivj @ +v4> v5> ====vQ ,> which may represent the coefficients of a signal in
euclidean coordinates, we first compute its wavelet packet and arrange it in a binary tree. Each entry in
the table, zm>q @ +zm>q>3> zm>q>4> zm>q>5> ===> zm>q>5m4, is a vector called a crystal, containing a set of co-
efficients called atoms. The atom zm>q>n represents the coefficient at scale m, frequency block q, and po-
sition n within frequency block q. Atoms corresponding to a lower level of decomposition (lower entries
in the table), provide more localized spatial/frequency information on the signal. Viewing the wavelet
packet table in a tree form for an orthogonal wavelet, each complete subtree is a basis for the signal, and
so for a vector ivj> decomposed at level O, there are 2O complete binary subtrees, each being a basis
(the wavelet transform is one of these bases). The best basis algorithm searches for the complete subtree
which minimizes some additive cost functional. As the wavelet packet coefficients are arranged in a tree
structure, an efficient search algorithm is possible for finding the best basis with computational complex-
ity of Q orjQ= For images, the wavelet packet analysis is composed of a quaternary tree containing the
approximation coefficients and the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details.
The best basis algorithm utilizes the fact that the information cost is additive and, starting from
the leaves (bottom) of the binary tree, it ’prunes’ the binary tree by comparing the entropy of the parent
node to the sum of the entropies of its two children nodes and chooses the representation with the lower
information cost.
The Best Basis Algorithm:
1. Specify the QMF to be used to derive the wavelet packet, the maximum depth of wavelet packet decompo-
sition M and an information cost functional=
2. Derive the wavelet packet table coefficients using the QMF chosen at levelM>and arrange it in a tree form
(i.e. each node represents a crystal in the packet table).
3. Compute the entropy (information cost) of each node in the binary tree of the wavelet packet.
4. Mark all the leaves.
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5. Starting from the nodes at the bottom of the binary tree (leaves), compare the entropy of a parent node to the
sum of entropies of its two children nodes. If a parent node has a lower entropy value, we mark the par-
ent, otherwise we do not mark the parent but replace its entropy with the sum of the entropies of its two
children.
6. Since the binary tree is of finite size, step 5 will be completed in a finite amount of time and we reach
the root (the original signal).
7. Starting from the top we select the topmost marked nodes which represent the coefficients of the sig-
nal in the best basis relative to the cost functional and the QMF which we selected.
We illustrate the algorithm with an example taken from [33]. Fig 2.7 shows the binary tree of
entropy values of a signal with 3 levels of wavelet packet decomposition. The numbers represent the
entropy values of the wavelet packet coefficients for each crystal. (As was described before, each atom
represents a coefficient corresponding to a scale, frequency and position within the frequency block.
Crystals represent a set of atoms corresponding to certain scale and frequency.) In the first step we mark
all the leaves (marked with an asterisk in fig 2.7).
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Figure 2.7. First step in best basis search: Mark all bottom nodes in the binary tree representing the
entropy values of each crystal(represented by a node)
In fig.2.8, we perform step 5 in the algorithm, comparing the entropy of the parent at each node to
the sum of its two children and replacing the entropy value of the father node if that sum is lower. For
example, the sum of the entropies of the children of the most left bottom node is 1+2=3, while the entropy
of the parent node is 11, so we replace 11 by 3, indicated by 3(11) and we do not mark the parent node.
On the other hand, the most right bottom node has a parent with entropy value of 14, lower than the sum
of its two children: 7+8=15, and so we leave the value 14 and mark the parent node. This step is carried
from bottom nodes up.
In fig.2.9 we perform the last step in the best basis search. We select the topmost marked nodes
(enclosed by a rectangular box). Note that the projection of the set of crystals (nodes) selected provides
a full ’coverage’ of the space and that there is no overlap, meaning the basis is orthogonal.
This algorithm is implemented both in MATLAB [25] and Wavelab [32], with the Wavelab package
having more versatile functions that we will be using to implement the Joint best basis described next.
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Figure 2.8. Second step in search for a best basis: compare the entropy of parent and its children and
mark all nodes (marked with an asteik) with lower cost, starting from the bottom.
2.2.3 The Joint Best Basis (JBB)
The JBB is an extension of the best basis to an ensemble of signals. Having an ensemble of vectors,
we would like to find a basis which provides a good representation of all vectors, in average. With respect
to a certain QMF, the JBB minimizes the information cost among all the other bases determined by the
QMF.
Let Y @ iY4> Y5> ===> YQj  Ug be an ensemble of vectors which may represent an ensemble of 1-d
signals or an ensemble of images. We apply wavelet packet analysis to all vectors. Following the notation
in [33], we denote by +q,vi +s,, the wavelet packet coefficient corresponding to Yq at scale v, frequency
block i and index(position) s within block i . The standard deviation of this coefficient (computed over
all the vectors in the ensemble) is:
vi +L,+s, @
%
4
Q
Q[
q@4
^
+q,
vi +s,`
5  ^ 4
Q
Q[
q@4

+q,
vi +s,`
5
& 4
5
Computing the JBB involves the following steps:
1. We compute the standard deviationvi +L,+s,> for all the coefficients in the wavelet packets, resulting in a
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Figure 2.9. Final step in search for a best basis: select topmost marked nodes (enclosed by rectangulars)
to get the best basis.
standard deviation packet table for this ensemble.
We apply the best basis algorithm to the standard deviation packet table (i.e. it replaces the packet table
in the BB algorithm), to search for a best basis. The resulting basis is the Joint BB.
Next we use the JBB to extract a set of coefficients from the standard deviation packet table and sort them by
their magnitude. The indices corresponding to the coefficients with the largest magnitude provide the coor-
dinates which account for the largest variation of the wavelet packet coefficients of the ensemble, and these
few coordinates can be used to provide the best approximation (within the library of bases determined by the
QMF) to represent the ensemble of vectors.
It is worthwhile to note that as the wavelet transformation is a linear operator but the standard
deviation is not, the standard deviation packet table is not a ’’legitimate’’ packet table in that the relation
between coefficients in one scale to the next does not satisfy the relation determined by the QMFs.
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2.3 Principal Component Analysis (Karhunen Loeve Transform)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) known also as the Karhunen Loeve transform(KLT) or fac-
tor analysis is a linear transformation that minimizes an information cost function over all orthogonal
transformations when the ensemble of vectors has a multivariate normal distribution. For an ensemble of
signals with q coordinates, it has a complexity of R+q6, which makes it impractical for desktop comput-
ing when the dimension of the problem, q A 4333. Later we describe the approximate Karhunen Loeve
Transform, which provides a computable basis and is the closest to KLT basis in a family of bases with
the lower complexity of R+q5 orj q,=
We now present the algebra of this transformation and show how it decorrelates the coordinates of
the data in the original basis. Given a set n of q-dimensional real valued column vectors: [4> [5> ===> [n>
the covariance matrix of the vector population is given by:
F{ @ H^+[ p{,+[ p{,W `
wherep{ is the mean vector of the population. F{ is a nxn real symmetric matrix whose flm entry equals
the covariance between the lwk and the mwk coordinates of the vector population. If flm @ 3> then the lwk
and the mwk coordinates are decorrelated. When flm A 3 or flm ? 3 , there is a positive or a negative
correlation between the lwk and the mwk coordinates, respectively.
The Karhunen Loeve transform maps the given vector population, [, into a vector population \
(that consists of n> q-dimensional vectors) such that p| @ 3 and F| , the covariance of the new vector
population, is a nxn diagonal matrix; which implies that the lwk and the mwk coordinates of the new vector
population are decorrelated for all l 9@ m. To see this, let[ be a set of n> q-dimensional column vectors:
[4> [5> ===> [n= The mean vector of the population p{ is given by:
p{ @
4
N
N[
l@4
[l
and the covariance matrix of the vector population [ is:
F{ @ H^+[ p{,+[ p{,W ` @
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Now, F{ is a nxn real and symmetric matrix; therefore it has q real eigenvalues and q real orthogonal
eigenvectors[11].
Let 4> 5> ===> q be the q eigenvalues with 4  5  ===  q and Y4> Y5> ===> Yq be the corre-
sponding set of orthonormal eigenvectors, where Y4corresponds to 4, the largest eigenvalue. Define the
matrix A whose rows are the n eigen vectors Y4> Y5> ===> Yq =
D @
5
99997
Y4  A
Y5  A


Yq  A
6
::::8
The Karhunen Loeve transform is then the linear transformation given by:
\l @ D+[l p{, l @ 4> 5> ===> n
The mean of the vector population \ is 0 since
p| @
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and the covariance matrix of the vector population \ is diagonal:
F| @ H^+\ p|,+\ p|,W ` @
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(where the last equality is because the eigen vectors are orthonormal).
2.3.1 Application of the KLT in Geometric Manipulation of Images
One of the applications of the KLT (known also as the Hotelling transform) is in the area of image
recognition. Some of the image recognition schemes use the geometry of the image for classification.
A problem associated with this method is that the input images may be displaced or rotated relative to
the target image they are compared to. The KLT may be helpful in solving this problem for images with
a certain geometry. When the object has a geometry in which it seems most elongated along a certain
direction (called its ’principal axis’), the KLT may be used to align the image along a known reference
axis in a new set of coordinates. The centroid of the image (the average of the x and y coordinates of all
pixels) is shifted to the origin and the image is rotated by an angle that minimizes its moment of inertia
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[9]. Since the identity of the object to be classified is not known, aligning the image with its principal
axis can help decrease errors due to the effects of translation and rotation in the analysis.
2.3.2 Application of the KLT in aligning an image along its principal axis
Next we describe the application of KLT in aligning an image along its principal axis. For a given
image, applying the transform in the form that will be presented in this section will result in an image
with its centroid at the origin of the new axes and its principal axis (the direction along which it seems
most elongated) aligned along the x axis. This is illustrated in fig. 2.10, where the old coordinates are
designated by {> | and the new ones by {3> |3
Figure 2.10. Application of the KL to a 2-dimensional image results in a rotated version of the image
along its principal axis.
To implement the KLT in this form, we represent each pixel by its x and y coordinates resulting
in a population of 5dimensional vectors (the intensity of the pixels is irrelevant and the image may
be considered as a binary image). We compute the covariance matrix +5{5, for this vector population
and derive the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. The pair of
eigenvectors (which is an orthogonal set) represents the new set of coordinates. The direction of the
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eigenvector corresponding to the larger eigenvalue is equal to the direction of the ’principal axis’ of the
image.
Given an image of size n @ q{q pixels, let [ be a set of n 5-dimensional column vectors
[4> [5> ===> [n> where[l represents the +{> |, coordinates of pixel l. The mean vector of the population,
p{ , is given by:
p{ @
4
N
N[
l@4
[l
When we compute F{> the covariance of this vector population is a 5{5 real and symmetric matrix
(because the entries in all vectors are pixel coordinates and so they are real values); therefore F{ has 2
real eigenvalues and 2 real orthogonal eigenvectors.
Let 4> 5 be the eigenvalues ofF{ with 4  5 and Y4> Y5 be the set of orthonormal eigenvectors,
whereY4 corresponds to 4, the largest eigenvalue. Define the matrixDwhose rows are the eigen vectors
Y4> Y5 =
D @

Y4  A
Y5  A

This matrix represents the new coordinates and can be used as the transformation matrix to align the image
along its ’principal axis’. We first move the centroid of the image to the origin of the new coordinates by
subtracting the mean of the vector population from each vector and then apply the transformation using
the matrix D:
\l @ D+[l p{, l @ 4> 5> ===> n
where \l represents the +{> |, coordinates of pixel l in the new coordinate system.
2.4 The Approximate Karhunen Loeve Transform
As was mentioned in the previous section, Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT) provides a global
optimum with respect to the entropy cost function for an ensemble of vectors with multivariate normal
distribution, but its computational complexity isR+g6, where g is the dimension of the vectors in the en-
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semble. For desktop computation we are limited to g  436 [33]. We would like to derive a transforma-
tion that is computationally feasible and is close to the KLT with respect to an information cost function.
The approximate Karhunen Loeve Transform can provide such a basis with computational com-
plexity of R+g5 orj g,> and it will be described following the notation in [33]=
Given a vector population [ @ i[4> [5> ===> [Qj > a set of Q g-dimensional column vectors> we
first compute its Joint best basis as was described previously. Let X be the g{g transformation matrix
which corresponds to the computed Joint best basis of [>
X @
5
99997
X4  A
X5  A


Xg  A
6
::::8
Assume the rows of X @ iXl 5 Ug> l @ 4> 5> ===> gj are arranged such that the variance of +X[, @
iX[4> X[5> ===> X[Qj, i.e. the variance of the vector population in the Joint best basis, is in decreasing
order. Let d’?d be the smallest integer such that
g3[
l@4
+X[,l  +4 ,Y du+[,
where +X[,l is the variance of the lwk coordinate in the Joint best basis, Y du+[, is the total variance
of the vector population [> and  A 3 is a constant. Then g3 of the first basis vectors in the Joint best
basis contain +4 , of the total variance of the vector population [.
Let X 3 be the g3{g matrix containing the first g3 basis functions of X =
X 3 @
5
99997
X4  A
X5  A


Xg3  A
6
::::8
The projection (coefficients) of the vector population [ onto the g3 coordinates of the Joint best basis is
given by
X 3[ @ iX 3[4> X 3[5> ===> X 3[Qj
We now apply the Karhunen Loeve transform to these set of coefficients. This can be done by computing
the covariance matrix P of the vector coefficients in X 3. The mean vector p , in this basis, is given by:
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p @ H^X 3[` @
4
Q
Q[
l@4
X 3[l
and the covariance matrix, F+X3,, of the vectors in the basis X 3 is given by:
F+X 3, @ H^+X
3[ H+X 3[,,+X 3[ H+X 3[,,W ` @
@
4
Q
Q[
l@4
+X 3[l,+X
3[l,
W ppW
Note that F+X 3, is a g3{g3 matrix. We compute the eigen vectors of F+X 3,=
Let N be the g3{g3 matrix, where the rows of N are the eigen vectors of F+X 3,. Then
N  X 3
is a g3{g matrix representing the composition of the Karhunen Loeve Transform applied on the Joint best
basis. We define N  X 3 to be the approximate Karhunen Loeve Transform.
Now, as we will see in the experimental results in chapter 4, even for a small  we can obtain
g3 ?? g> decreasing the computational complexity involved in the computation of KLT from R+g6, to
R+g36,=
2.4.1 Biplot of data using the first two coordinates in a feature vector
For certain vector populations, the first two coordinates of the KLT provide a good representation of
the data and, for the purpose of discriminating between classes, if the first two coordinates carry sufficient
discriminating information, we can use a simple biplot to visualize the classification results[13]. We will
use this idea but choose the approximate Karhunen Loeve Transform for that purpose as it combines the
Joint best basis (which provide a good representation of the population) and the KLT, which provides
high transform coding gain. We will represent each vector in two-dimensional plot, using the values of
the first two coordinates as the x,y coordinates. If the two coordinates can discriminate between the two
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classes, we would be able to observe two clusters. We will use a biplot using the first two coefficients in
the Joint best basis and the approximate KLT basis.
2.5 Feature Extraction and Classification
The important features in signals of interest such as mammographic images, satellite images or
musical recordings are normally localized in space and in frequency. In mammographic images, the
characteristics (sharpness, regularity, etc.) of the borders of calcification points and mass lesions are
important factors in discriminating between benign and malignant tissues. These characteristics are local
both in space and frequency, and the conventional Fourier analysis techniques are not useful in detecting
them. Extracting the relevant feature from the class of signals is the first step in classification and it is
important especially for the type of signals in our data base. Images of 128x128 pixels cannot be analyzed
directly due to their high dimensionality.
2.5.1 Measures of Energy Distributions
Transforming a signal from one base to another using an orthogonal transformation may change the
distribution of the signal’s energy along the various coordinates, though the energy (using say euclidean
norm) does not change. For a population of vectors, the total variance of the ensemble is associated
with the energy of the vectors in the ensemble and is invariant under unitary transformation. Unitary
transformations are equivalent to the rotation of the coordinate axes in the g dimensional space, and so
the total variance is invariant. However, the distribution of the total variance among the g coordinates may
change. The ’variance ellipsoid’ with semiaxes 54> 55 > ===> 5g has a volume proportional to the product
of its semiaxes. The volume of this ellipsoid depends on the choice of the coordinate system. KLT
minimizes the volume of this ellipsoid for an ensemble of vectors with multivariate normal distribution
and is a global minimum among all orthogonal transformations, which implies that KLT provides the
highest possible amount of compression for multivariate normal distribution.
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We use two measures to compare the distribution of a vector population in different bases, the
transform coding gain and the accumulative variance. They both are based on the variance values, but
use different operators.
2.5.1.1 Transform Coding Gain(TCG)
Let Y @ iy4> y5> ===> yQj be a set of N vectors with g coordinates each. For simplicity, assume the
average vector is zero, i.e. H+Y , @
SQ
l@4 yl @ 3. Then the variance of the swk coordinate is given by:
5s @
4
Q
Q[
l@4
ysl
where ysq is the value of the swk coordinate of vector yl. The transform coding gain [26] of the transfor-
mationX is given by the ratio of the arithmetic mean of the variances of the coefficients to their geometric
mean:
JWF+X, @
4
g
Sg
l@4 
5
l
+
Tg
l@4 
5
l ,
4
g
Since the sum of variances of the ensemble is invariant under orthogonal transformation,JWF+X, is
maximized when the denominator, the geometric mean, is minimized. The geometric mean is proportional
to the variance ellipsoid we mentioned above. The KLT provides the highest transform coding gain
among all orthogonal transformations; however, in addition to its high computational complexity, (unlike
for example, the Fourier transform, or the standard wavelet transform), the KLT is data dependent; the
basis functions are derived from the covariance matrix of the data. ( This is another reason the KLT is
not practical for some applications).
In chapter 3 we will expand the transform coding gain measure to a vector form. We will use the
TCG of the KLT basis and the Joint best basis as feature vectors for classification.
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2.5.1.2 Accumulation of Variance
The accumulated energy along the coordinates may also be used to compare energy distributions in
different bases. For a single vector Y @ +f4> f5> ===> fg,> the normalized accumulative energy is defined
to be:
O+n, @
Sn
l@4 f
5
l
nY n5 n @ 4> 5> ===> g
For an ensemble of vectors, let Y @ iy4> y5> ===> yQj be a set of N vectors with g coordinates each,
as before, assuming the average vector is zero, i.e. H+Y , @
SQ
l@4 yl @ 3. Then the variance of the swk
coordinate is given by:
5s @
4
Q
Q[
l@4
ysl
where ysq is the value of the swk coordinate of vector yl. The accumulated variance, DffY du> is a vector
whose nwk entry, DffY du+n,>is given by:
DffY du+n, @
n[
s@4
5s
In general the energy distribution of signals in the original coordinates (i.e. euclidean coordinates)
is more balanced than the distribution of the coefficients using a transformation such as the wavelet
transform (this feature of the wavelet transform accounts for its compression property). The accumulation
of variance will provide a measure of the compression rate of the transformation. It will also be used as
a feature vector for classification.
2.5.2 Compression and Approximation Error
Compression of a signal involves expressing the signal using a smaller set of coefficients. This may
result in some loss of information. We provide a quantitative measure of the loss when we truncate the
coefficients in terms of the total energy of the signal.
We follow the notation in [29]. Let i+{, be a function andX @ ix4+{,> ===> xp+{,j, an orthonormal
basis. The function i+{, can be represented by the basis functions x4+{,> ===> xp+{, =
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i+{, @
p[
l@4
flxl+{,
and so in the basis X , f(x) is now represented by the coefficients f4> f5> ===> fp= Arrange the coefficients
in decreasing order
f+4,  f+5,  ===  f+p,
where +l, is some permutation of 4> 5> ===>p.
We want to represent f(x) with a smaller number of coefficients than the p coefficients. Assume
we approximate f(x) by using only p3  p largest (in magnitude) coefficients:
idss+{, @
p3[
l@4
f+l,x+l,+{,
The O5 error is then
% @ ni+{, idss+{,n
Now we get an estimate of the square of the error as a function of the number of coordinates we use:
%5 @ ni+{, idss+{,n5 @

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l@4
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l@p3.4
f+l,x+l,f+m,x+m, @
and since x4+{,> ===> xp+{, is an orthonormal set, we get
@
p[
l@p3.4
f5+l,
If we want to approximate i+{, with a O5 error of not more than %> we should choose the smallest
p3  p satisfying
p[
l@p3.4
f5+l,  %5
2.5.3 Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
There are many problems that may be computationally manageable for a low dimension, but com-
pletely impractical when the dimension goes up to 100. Fisher’s Linear Discriminant is one of the tech-
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niques used to reduce the dimensionality of a classification problem [3]. It reduces the problem from
g dimensions to one dimension. In general given a population of d-dimensional samples, Fisher’s Lin-
ear Discriminant computes the line (in g-dimensional space) for which the projected samples on this line
(which are scalars) are best separated. Fig. 2.11 illustrates Fisher’s LDA for 2-d in the case of two classes.
Figure 2.11. Illustration of Fisher Linear Discriminant as a classifier. The projection of the samples onto
Fisher’s LD are used for classification.
We present Fisher’s LDA for the case of 2 classes. Let [ @ i {4> {5> ===> {qj be a population of
q samples (vectors) where {l 5 Ug= Assume the samples composed of two classes labeled $4 and
$5: [4 @ i{4> {5> ===> {q4j and [5 @ i{4> {5> ===> {q5j so that q @ q4.q5. Let z be a gdimensional
column vector representing a line in the g-dimensional space. The projection of any sample (vector) {l
onto z results in a scalar |l given by:
|l @ z
w{l
and sozw is a mapping of the sample(vectors) population i{4> {5> ===> {qj onto the scalars i |4> |5> ===> |qj=
zw = i{4> {5> ===> {qj $ \ @ i|4> |5> ===> |qj
or in term of the two classes,
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zw = i{4> {5> ===> {q4j $ \4 @ i|4> |5> ===> |q4j
zw = i{4> {5> ===> {q5j $ \5 @ i|4> |5> ===> |q5j
We now present the derivation of the vector (line) z that best provides a separation of the projected
samples onto the line. A quantitative measure of how well the two classes are separated is the difference
of the sample means. Let pl be the sample mean of class l:
pl @
4
ql
[
{l5[l
{l l @ 4> 5
The scatter matrix Vl of class l, is defined to be:
Vl @
[
{l5[l
+{l pl, +{l pl,w l @ 4> 5
The within class scatter matrix Vz is defined to be:
Vz @ V4 . V5
and the between class scatter matrix VE is defined to b:
VE @ +p4 p5, +p4 p5,w
Fisher Linear Discriminant maximizes the criterion function M+z,:
M+z, @
zwVEz
zwVzz
It can be shown [3] that the vector z that minimizes M+z, is given by:
z @ V4z +p4 p5,
Fisher Linear Discriminant as a Classifier
The mappingzw = i{4> {5> ===> {qj $ \ @ i|4> |5> ===> |qj is many to one (i.e. there is more than
one population that will have the same projection on the line w). Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis
rarely provides good classification results [3], but it has the advantage that the classification problem is
reduced to one dimension. If the distributions of the population in each class are multivariate normal
distributions with equal covariance matrices, the Fisher Linear Discriminant does achieve the minimum
classification error.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Combining the Hotelling Transform in Image Query
In this section we describe the method of applying the Karhunen Loeve Transform to align an image
along its principal axis and its integration in the wavelet based image query.
3.1.1 Wavelet Based Approach in Image Query
Recently, a group of researchers developed a strategy based on wavelets that provides a fast and
efficient image query algorithm in large data bases [12]. In this approach, both the query image and the
target image are represented by a small number of quantized wavelet coefficients. Using a metric that is
tolerant to large difference between the query image and the target image, the algorithm can perform a
comparison that takes into account only the dominant features of the two images. Details of this approach
can be found in [12,29].
As wavelet coefficients are not invariant under displacement and rotation of an image, the perfor-
mance of the search algorithm is very sensitive when the centroids of the two images are not at the same
point or if one is rotated relative to the other (for comparison, the scheme that is based on comparing the
color histograms of images is not sensitive to displacement and rotation). The KLT can be used to im-
prove the robustness of the wavelet based algorithm in image query. It can be used to lower the error rate
due to its sensitivity to displacement and rotation. The improvement however, would involve an increase
in the computation time.
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3.1.2 Aligning an image along its principal axis
In chapter 2 we described an application of the KLT in the geometric manipulation of images. Given
a query image (binary), we represent each pixel by its x and y coordinates resulting in a population of
5dimensional vectors. The covariance matrix, F{, for this vector population is a +5{5, matrix. We
compute its eigen values and eigen vectors.
Let 4> 5 be the eigenvalues ofF{ with 4  5 and Y4> Y5 be the set of orthonormal eigenvectors,
where Y4corresponds to 4, the largest eigenvalue. Then the matrix D =
D @

Y4  A
Y5  A

represents the transformation matrix. To displace the image to its centroid and rotate it so that it is aligned
along its principal axis, we simply use the following transformation:
\l @ D+[l p{, l @ 4> 5> ===> n
where [l represents the +{> |, coordinates of pixel l in the old coordinate system, p{ represent the
average of the coordinates, and \l represents the +{> |, coordinates of pixel l in the new coordinate
system.
The details of integrating the KLT in the wavelet based image query including experimental results
in the context of the alphabet characters (relating to the sensitivity of the wavelet based image query to
displacement and rotation and the improvement that can be achieved by applying the KLT) are provided
in the published paper in appendix A.
3.2 Enhancement and Classification of Mammographic Images
3.2.1 Mammographic Data Base
We have used a well known data base of mammograms from Nijmegen, the Netherlands, which
can be found in the Digital Data Base for Screening Mammography (DDSM) of the University of South
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Florida Digital Mammography Home Page. Since 1975 some 13,500 women aged 35-49 years have been
invited for breast screening every 2 years in a population based project in Nijmegen, the Netherlands
[22]. Information regarding referral, detection and disease stage were calculated and recorded. The
mammograms we use come from processed data base and consists of 105 ROI’s (regions of interest)
contributed by the University of Bolognia, Italy, to Dr. Nathan Intrator from Brown University..
Each of the 105 ROI’s, is of size 128x128 pixels derived from screen film mammograms with a
pixel size of 0.1 mm and a 12-bit gray scale and is large enough to contain a few microcalcifications
or the majority of microcalsifications in a cluster. The mammographic images contain 29 benign and
76 malignant . The mammograms are from an early stage and come from general screening of women
population and not from x-ray’s of women who were sent to take a mammogram due to some pathological
indicators (e.g. pain, lump in breast, asymmetry in breasts).
3.2.2 General framework in representing and analyzing an image
Since the number of mammograms is not large, there is no point in analyzing the image as a whole,
e.g. with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or wavelet packet analysis, as the high dimensional space
for such representation is extremely sparse. Rather, we would represent each mammographic image by a
collection of segments sampled from the image. Most of the background structure in both classes (benign
and malignant) is similar, and small segments of size 8x8 pixels are sufficiently large to contain differences
relevant to classification (e.g. differences between various characteristics of calcification points such as
shape, irregularity, etc.).
Based on these assumptions we will represent each image by a population of 4096 segments each
of size 8x8 pixels or segments of size 16x16 pixels, sampled with overlapping regions of 3 pixels on the
4 borders of each segment (except segments along the border of the image).
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3.2.3 Indicators for Breast Cancer in Mammographic Images
The two main indicators associated with breast cancer are microcalcification clusters and masses.
Microcalcifications appear in mammograms as tiny areas (with a size of a few pixels in digitized images
or about .2mm in diameter) that are slightly brighter than the background. Microcalcification clusters are
not always easy to detect. They are observed by radiologists in 30%-50% of all malignant mammograms,
but in pathological examination, 80% of breast carcinomas contain microcalcifications [2]. Some of the
microcalcifications are arterial calcifications which are benign and account for 50% of the false positive
detection of malignant calcification [8]. The size and irregularity of a single microcalcification are im-
portant features for discrimination. Enhancement of mammographic features can be an important tool to
help detect calcification points that are not easily visible to the radiologist. As to a cluster of microcalsi-
fications, the size and circularity of the cluster as well as the number and variation of the size and shape
of microcalsifications within the cluster are important features in the diagnosis process. Microcalcifica-
tions associated with malignant processes generally have more irregular shapes with fuzzy and spicular
boundaries. They are also less uniform in density and size and usually are grouped into multiparticle
clusters. Benign microcalsifications on the other hand are usually smoother, more well defined, rounded
and uniform in density and size [34]. The differences between malignant and benign microcalcifications
are greater and more easily observable when the malignancy is in an advanced stage. It is therefore a
difficult challenge to distinguish between the two in the early stage of the breast cancer.
The second indicator of breast cancer are masses. The parenchymal background may make identi-
fication of suspected mass lesions difficult. The major performance-limiting factor in visual lesion de-
tection in medical images is largely agreed to be image noise [5]. Features of masses that were found to
differentiate benign from malignant masses are [20]: degree of speculation, margin sharpness, density of
the mass and texture within the mass. Research using some of these features for classification of masses
can be found in [8] and [20]. Most of the false positives reported in [8] and related to masses are due to
nodular densities on the film that resemble a mass.
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In our analysis, we assume that the various indicators mentioned above will manifest themselves
in the wavelet packet coefficients of the segments sampled from an image and that they can be used to
discriminate between benign and malignant segments.
3.2.4 Image Enhancement as a Preprocessing Step for classification
Some of the characteristics of microcalcifications and masses differentiating benign and malignant
are associated with features such as local contrast, sharpness and smoothness of the contour in a cluster.
We would like to enhance these features in the mammographic images. Although the energy of these
features is concentrated in the high frequency components of the signal, a global filter is not suitable to
enhance those features as there is a large contrast range in the background structure both at the range
of various mammographic images and also in different areas of an individual image. We therefore need
to apply filtering that should be adaptive to variations between individual images and to variations in
background at various portions within the image.
There are various adaptive image enhancement techniques that can be employed to enhance features
of interest, to blur or to sharpen edges and remove the background in an image. We experimented with
some of these techniques and used in this study one of the variants of local averaging image enhancement
which will be described later. First we describe briefly some of these image enhancement techniques:
The median filter replaces the value of a pixel by the median value of its neighborhood. The effect
is the removal of isolated spikes and degradation of fine lines in the image.
The adaptive Difference of Gaussians (DoG) filter selectively removes low frequency components.
It is the difference of two gaussians, where the central lobe strongly promotes each active location in the
image, while the broader negative surround inhibits that location if other strongly activated locations
are present around. The effect is an adaptive attenuation of the background structure while emphasizing
points of interest in the image. We normalize the Gaussian filter to 0 DC (i.e. no pixel will have a negative
value).
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Unsharp masking, in general, involves blending of high frequency components with low frequency
components to achieve an effect of sharpening, in which case it will enhance local contrast by suppress-
ing the overall brightness range of the image, or blurring effect, depending on the proportion of the com-
ponents involved. If A represents the source image, and B is the image obtained by applying a local
averaging (LPF) to image A, then the unsharp masking can be represented by the formula:
F @   +DE, .E @   D. +4 , E
If  5 +3> 4, the effect is smoothing the image (a blurring effect). If  A 4> the effect is sharpening the
details (emphasis on high frequencies). The unsharping can be implemented by convolving the image
with the template t
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y z y
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Local averaging involves smoothing the image by reducing local variations in intensities of the
pixels. There are few versions of this operation: The pixel value may be replaced by the average value
of the pixel values in its neighborhood, or by the average divided by the standard deviation of the pixel
values in the neighborhood (in which case the smoothing effect is adaptive to local variations in pixel
intensity).
One variant of this technique is conditional local averaging, in which only certain pixels are chosen
from the neighborhood, the ones whose value does not differ much from the point. We look for all points
| in the neighborhood of the point { such that
m+L+|, L+{,m ? W zkhuh W lv d wkuhvkrog ydoxh
where L+|, is the intensity of the neighboring pixel and L+{, is the intensity of the pixel being processed.
This operation can be repeated a few times to get an increased smoothing effect. The variant we use in
this study, local image normalization, consists of 3 steps: removal of the dc component at the image level
followed by two local neighborhood normalizations:
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We subtract from each pixel the average of all pixels in the 128x128 image. This will remove the dc compo-
nent at the image level.
We divide the intensity of a pixel by the standard deviation of a neighborhood defined by a clique of 9x9
pixels. This would enhance points where the local standard deviation is low and reduce local variations.
Neighborhood operation: we subtract from each pixel the mean of a neighborhood defined by a clique of 9x9
pixels, then divide the result by the standard deviation of the clique. This step would remove low frequency
variations in the image.
In chapter 4 we will present the effects of image enhancement in the spatial domain and the fre-
quency domain, the effect on the distribution of pixels’ intensities, the distribution of wavelet packet
coefficients and the distribution of the energy of the ensemble of segments sampled from a single image.
Block Processing in MATLAB
The image processing toolbox of MATLAB provides a block processing function which simplifies
the implementation of these image enhancement techniques and other operations that have to be applied
to multiple overlapping segments in an image. The function blkproc takes as an input the image to be
processed, the size of the template to be used, the overlapping border and the function to be used on the
template. We use this function for image enhancement and other operations which involve processing
multiple segments in an image.
In chapter 4 we show the effect of image enhancement in the spatial and frequency domain. Having
each image represented by an ensemble of 4096 segments we will also compare the distribution of the en-
ergy of the ensemble along the various coordinates of the JBB for the unprocessed and enhanced images.
3.2.5 Feature Extraction
The problem of associating certain features in an image with certain coordinates is not an easy one
for high dimensional images. Signal compression can be a useful tool in this context. Good compression
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enables a high dimensional signal to be represented by many fewer coordinates that capture most of
its energy. In certain cases, those few coordinates may be associated with some features of interest.
This can make the task of extracting those features feasible, either for enhancement, alerting a human
to those features or using those features in classification. With a smaller number of coordinates it is
easier to analyze the relation between these coordinates and features of interest. This is the objective
of the two major statistical methods for the purpose of feature extraction: the Fourier transform and the
KLT. They both offer an efficient system of coordinates to solve certain problems. The problem with
both methods is that when the features of interest have energy localized both in space (or time) and
frequency, they fail to capture these features. KLT will capture global features either in the time domain
or in the frequency domain but not in both. Additionally, KLT is also sensitive to outliers and has a high
computational complexity of R+q6, where n is the dimension of the problem. The Fourier transform has
good localization in the frequency domain but poor localization in the time domain due to the averaging
over the full time interval.
As to the relation of the compression property of a basis and its use for discrimination, we note
that a basis with the best compression ratio may not be the right basis for discrimination. It is possible
that a basis with less compression ratio will have a better correlation of some of its coordinates with the
discriminating features in the image. This can be seen in the next figure. Application of the Karhunen
Loeve transform to the population (composed of two classes) in the figure will result in the new set of
coordinates shown in the figure 3.1. Although in the new coordinates most of the variance of the vector
population is along the coordinate {3, it has less discriminating power when compared to the older x
coordinate. In the original coordinates, even though the variance of the whole population is approximately
evenly distributed between the two coordinates, it is clear that the projection on the x axis can be used to
discriminate between the two classes.
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Figure 3.1. The Karhune Loeve coordinates for a population of 2-dimensional vectors consisting of two
classes
3.2.6 Justification for Using Feature Vectors Based on Wavelet Packet Coefficients
Wavelets and wavelet packets were found to achieve good compression ratio while preserving fine
features in the compressed image due to their good spatial/frequency localization. In chapter 2 we de-
scribed the best basis algorithm, which for a certain signal searches among a family of basis functions
in the wavelet packet table (with respect to a certain wavelet), for a basis which minimizes the entropy
of the coefficients. The entropy in this search is appropriate as it provides a measure of the number of
dominant coordinates in a vector and the search is efficient and costs R+q+orjq,,. We also presented the
Joint Best Basis, which is the extension of the best basis to an ensemble of signals . It is a basis which
minimizes the cost function summed over all the signals in the ensemble. The system of coordinates pro-
vided by the Joint Best Basis provides good spatial/frequency localization for the ensemble of vectors it
represents. Our features of interest which were described previously are localized both in space and in
frequency. We will experiment with a variety of family of bases (using various parameters, e.g. various
wavelets, number of segments in an ensemble) and hope that a few will provide a good system of coordi-
nates that will capture the features which discriminate between benign and malignant mammograms. In
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addition to the use of the Joint Best Basis to derive feature vectors, we would also use the approximate
KLT, which will provide both good spatial/frequency localization due to the Joint Best Basis and good
energy compaction due to the KLT applied on the wavelet packet coefficients.
Next we describe the various forms of the Joint Best Basis we use in this study.
3.2.7 Application of the Joint Best Basis to Mammographic Images
The Joint best basis as was described in chapter 2, will be applied in this study in three forms:
In the first which we call the Common Joint Best Basis , the basis will be derived from a mixed ensem-
ble of benign and malignant segments sampled from 10 benign and 10 malignant mammograms.
In the second form we will derive a pair of Joint best bases, one from an ensemble of segments sampled
from 10 benign images and the second basis derived from an ensemble of segments sampled from 10 malig-
nant images.
In the third form, the Joint best basis will be derived for each individual mammogram. In this case the basis
is derived from ensemble of segments sampled from a single mammogram.
The motivation behind each of the above applications of the Joint best basis is the following: In
the first case, the common Joint best basis should capture the dominant features which are common to
both classes. This basis will provide a few coordinates that will account for the common background and
texture.
In the second case, we assume there are some dominant features within each class but not common
to both classes and that each Joint basis will capture the dominant features in each class.
In the third case, we assume there is a great variance between images (whether benign or malignant)
so that the Joint best basis derived from a set of images may not be useful for discrimination. In this case
we derive a Joint best basis for each individual image and hope that it can be used to provide a ’signature’
for that image and that these signatures can be used for classification.
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In all three cases, the Joint best bases have a high transform coding gain (higher than the wavelet
basis, as will be shown in the next chapter) and therefore can be used for compression and for enhancement
of features of interest in the image. The Joint best basis will also be used as the first step of the approximate
KLT which provides a higher transform coding gain than the Joint best basis and approaches or may even
exceed that of the KL basis.
For the purpose of classification, the wavelet packet coefficients extracted from these Joint best
bases will be used differently. In the first case we will find the discriminating power of each coefficient
(the absolute value of the difference of the coefficient’s means divided by the sum of variances in both
classes). We hope to find a subset of these coefficients with large discriminating power which can be
used for classification. The classification of a test image will be done by computing its wavelet packet
coefficients using the common Joint best basis (more correctly, the coefficients of a set of segments
sampled from the test image), then extracting the subset of the coefficients with the greatest discriminating
power and using the distance of this subset to the mean of each class divided by their variances, as the
measure for classification.
For the case of two Joint best bases, one for each class, we first compute two sets of wavelet packet
coefficients using the Joint best basis for each class, then we compute the distance of each set to the mean
of that class. The results of these comparisons can be used to classify the segments sampled from the test
image.
3.2.8 Comparison of different bases using their accumulated variance
As was mentioned in chapter 2, an orthogonal transformation of a signal from one base to another,
changes the distribution of the signals’ energy along the various coordinates while the sum of the variances
is unchanged. The accumulated energy along the coordinates can be used to compare the change in
distributions in different bases.
For a single vector Y @ +y4> y5> ===> yg,> the normalized accumulative energy is defined to be:
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In general the energy distribution of signals in the original coordinates (i.e., euclidean coordinates)
is more balanced than the distribution of the coefficients using a transformation such as the wavelet
transform (this feature of the wavelet transform accounts for its compression property).
For an ensemble of vectors, we consider the variance of each coordinate and use the accumulated
variance to compare different bases.
We represent each mammographic image by an ensemble of 4096 segments of size 8x8 pixels as
was described previously. We will derive the accumulated variance of the following bases:
The accumulated variance in the original basis which is the accumulated variance of pixels’ intensities.
The accumulated variance in the wavelet basis. This is the accumulated variance of the wavelet coeffi-
cients of the ensemble(using the standard wavelet basis which is independent of the data).
The accumulated variance in the Joint best basis. Having an ensemble of segments (either all benign, malig-
nant or mixed), we compute its Joint best basis (as was described in chapter 2). We use that basis (which
is a function of the data) to derive a set of coefficients from the standard deviation table of the wavelet packet
coefficients. The square of this set of coefficients represent the variance of the ensemble along the coor-
dinates of the Joint best basis.
The accumulative variance in the KL basis. This is given by summing the eigen-values of the covariance ma-
trix of the segments, as was presented in chapter 2. The KL basis is also data dependent (the eigen vec-
tors comprising the transformation matrix are derived from the covariance of the ensemble of vectors).
The accumulated variance in the approximate KL basis. If KL is applied to the wavelet packet coefficients
of the ensemble, using its Joint best basis, we would get the accumulation of variance in the approximate KL
basis.
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3.2.9 Classification Framework for Mammographic Images
The classification framework involves two steps. The first is to find a transformation that provides
coefficients that can be used to discriminate between benign and malignant images. We call this set
of coefficients a feature vector. The best coordinate system (for discrimination), will present the vector
population in the feature space, as a set of classes which are maximally separated point clouds inUq= The
class separability index is maximized. There are various classifiers that can be used. We use the following:
Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which reduces the classification problem from g to 4 (where
d in this case is the dimension of the feature vector). LDA is optimal for the case of two classes, when each class
satisfies a multivariate normal distribution. But otherwise its performance may be very poor.
K-nn, K-Nearest Neighborhood Classifier, the multivariate version.
These classifiers will be described later in detail in sections 3.2.11.2 and 3.2.11.3 .
3.2.10 Feature Vectors
We use a few feature vectors in this study. Since we represent each image by an ensemble of 4096
segments, we use the energy distribution of the ensemble in different bases along the various coordinates
as feature vectors. The wavelet packet atoms of a segment represent information which is localized in
space and frequency and combined with the best basis (or in the case of a group of segments, the Joint best
basis) algorithm, we may achieve a basis that captures some features which can be used for classification.
We describe each of the feature vectors we use:
Computing wavelet packet coefficients for a single class. We compute a common Joint best basis using ensem-
ble of 4096x20 segments, sampled from 10 images from each class; then for each image we derive a feature
vector in the following way: we use the Joint best basis to compute the wavelet packet coefficient for each seg-
ment and then compute the variance of all 64 coefficients. This provides an ’average’ measure of the energy
distribution of the wavelet packet coefficients of all segments with respect to the common Joint best ba-
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sis. These coefficients can be used as feature vectors for the K-nn classifier. If there are some discrimi-
nating features between the benign and malignant segments, they may be represented by some dominant
coefficients in the feature vectors and can be used for discrimination.
Computing wavelet packet coefficients for two classes. In this case we derive a Joint best basis for each
class (using 10 images for each class). We use the two Joint best bases to compute the wavelet packet coeffi-
cient for each segment in each base, then compute the variance of all 64 coefficients for each set. This provides
an ’average’ measure of the energy distribution of the wavelet packet coefficients of all segments with respect
to each of the Joint best bases. We then use these two sets as a feature vector, and apply the K-nn algorithm for
classification.
Computing wavelet packet coefficients for a single image. Here we derive a Joint best basis for each im-
age separately, then use the coefficients derived from the standard deviation table of the wavelet packet coef-
ficients as feature vectors.
Using a Distance Measure. Rather than using the two sets of coefficients as was described before, we can use
the distance of each set of coefficients to the average of each class ( resulting in two distance values) and use
this values for classification.
Transform Coding Gain(TCG) as a Feature Vector. As was described in chapter 2, one measure of the energy
compaction achieved by an orthonormal transformation is the Transform Coding Gain(TCG) [26]. This
measure can be used as a feature vector for the classification of the mammographic images. We hope that if there
is some slight but consistent (within a class) difference in the distribution of the variance along the vari-
ous coordinates, this difference will be captured by the accumulated variance vector or the transform coding
gain. Having an image represented by an ensemble of 4096 segments, we will compute the transform coding
gain of two bases: the KLT basis and the Joint best basis for this ensemble..
Formally, if i54> 55 > ===> 5gj are the normalized+
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the qwk partial transform coding gain for the KLT basis, JqWF+NOW , , is defined to be:
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Now define the transform coding gain vector for the KLT basis, YWFJ+NOW , to be:
YWFJ+NOW , @ iJ4WF+NOW ,> J5WF+NOW ,> ===>JgWF+NOW ,j
and similarly, if i54> 55 > ===> 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basis, we define the qwk partial transform coding gain for the Joint best basis,
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and YWFJ+mrlqwee,> the transform coding gain vector for the Joint best basis of the segment popu-
lation is defined as:
YWFJ+mrlqwee, @ iJ4WF+mrlqwee,> J5WF+mrlqwee,> ===>JgWF+mrlqwee,j
Each of these vectors can be used as a feature vector for a mammographic image.
Accumulated Variance in the KLT basis and the Joint best basis as Feature Vectors. Similar to the defin-
ition of the transform coding gain, we define the accumulated variance in the Joint best basis for a mammo-
graphic image:
YDffY du+mrlqwee, @ i
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where 5l is the variance of the lwk coordinate in the Joint best basis and the accumulated variance
in the KLT basis :
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where 5l is the variance of the lwk coordinate in the KLT basis.
We will use these two vectors as feature vectors for the classification of the mammographic images.
The accumulated variance and the transform coding gain are related to each other as they are both
functions of the variance values. The rationale behind using both is that by applying different mathemat-
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ical operations to the variance values, we may capture a unique ’signature’ in the distributions that can
be used to discriminate between benign and malignant segments. We hope that if there is some slight but
consistent (within a class) difference in the distributions of the coefficients, it may be captured either in
the partial sum of the variances, or in the partial product of the variances.
3.2.10.1 Discriminating Power of Coefficients in a Feature Vector
For high dimensional data it may be too expensive computationally to use all the coefficients in the
feature vector. Also, since many of the coefficients may not be relevant to the task of discrimination due
to very low value of discriminating power, we therefore need to extract those coordinates with the largest
discriminating power.
Given a set of feature vectors for classes 1 and 2, and assuming that both have the same number of
coefficients, we define the vector G> where its lwk coordinate, Gl> is the discriminating power of the
lwk coefficient:
Gl@
phdq+ffodvv4l ,phdq+ffodvv5l ,
ydu+ffodvv4l , . ydu+f
fodvv5
l ,
phdq+ffodvv4l ,> ydu+f
fodvv4
l , are the mean and variance respectively of the lwk coefficient in class 1
and phdq+ffodvv5l ,> ydu+ffodvv5l , are the mean and variance respectively of the lwk coefficient in class 2=
For high dimensional problems we can use only a subset of the coefficients with the largest dis-
criminating power. The results provided in this study are for segment size of 8x8 pixels which constitute
a feature vector of only 64 coefficients. As this dimension is low, we will use all the coefficients in the
feature vectors.
3.2.11 Classifiers
The two classifiers we use in this study are the k-nn classifier and Fisher’s Linear Discriminant.
Having each image represented by a feature vector, we use these classifiers to classify the mammograms
as benign or malignant.
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3.2.11.1 K-Nearest Neighborhood (k-nn) Classifier
We use the multivariate K-Nearest-Neighborhood (k-nn) classifier. The k-nn algorithm first places
all the training points in the feature space. To classify a test point, it examines the local neighborhood of
the test point in the feature space to determine which training points are the closest to the test point. It
then conducts a class vote among the nearest k neighbors to the test point and assigns the result of this
vote to the test point (See Duda&Hart). To achieve a robust estimate of the classification results, we use
the Jackknife method. We will run a large number of experiments in which 70% of the data is chosen
randomly to serve as training data and the rest as test data. This would provide a better performance
estimate of the classifier and the feature vector used. The results of the K-nn algorithm we use are
summarized in three parameters:
1. The average error of misclassification, defined to be the average percentage of benign misclassified as ma-
lignant and malignant misclassified as benign.
2. The sensitivity of the classification, defined to be the percentage of malignant classified correctly.
3. The specificity of the classification, defined to be the percentage of benign classified correctly.
3.2.11.2 Classification of Mammograms Using the K-nn Algorithm
The K-nn algorithm we use in this study accepts as an input a matrix where each row represents a
feature vector corresponding to an image and the class labels for each image (0-benign,1-malignant). It
randomly selects 70% of the images as training data and the rest are used as test data. As feature vectors we
use either vectors with 64 coefficients or 128 coefficients. The K-nn algorithm will sort the coefficients
according to their power of discrimination and uses a predefined subset of the coefficients. To test how
the classification performance depends on the number of coefficients (i.e. if there is an improvement in
the classification results when we use more coefficients), we ran a few experiments using 10,20,30 of the
64 coefficients with the largest discriminating power.
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the graphical results of the K-nn algorithm that was used with 10,20,30 coeffi-
cients. In this example there is no improvement when taking more than the first 10 coefficients; therefore
one can limit the experiments to the first 10 coefficients.
Figure 3.2. Classification results using the Knn classifier for 10 experiments, each with 10,20,30 coef-
ficients: top panel-average error, mid panel-sensitivity, bottom - specificity.
To evaluate the performance of the classification for a certain feature vector, we will run 50 exper-
iments and average (over all experiments) the average error of misclassification, the sensitivity of the
classification, and the specificity of the classification. To compare the performance of the various feature
vectors, we compare their average results.
3.2.11.3 Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis(LDA)
In chapter 2 we described Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis used to reduce a g-dimensional
classification problem to one dimensional classification problem. It requires computing the vector z,
Fisher’s linear discriminant, given by
z @ V4z +p4 p5,
where:
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pl is the sample mean of the feature vector of class l:
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Vl> is the scatter matrix of feature vectors of class i:
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and Vz is the within class scatter matrix :
Vz @ V4 . V5
Fisher linear discriminant, z, is the linear function that maximizes the ratio of the between-class
scatter to within-class scatter.
We compute Fisher linear discriminant, z> using the feature vectors of the benign and malignant
segments. Then for each feature vector {l> the scalar |l, is the projection of feature vector {l onto the
line z =
|l @ z
w{l
We will apply Fisher’s Linear Discriminant, z> to all feature vectors of both benign and malignant
segments then check the distribution of i|lj for both classes to see how well they are separated. If
the distributions are well separated, (checking the distributions visually or using a criterion such as the
absolute value of the difference of the means divided by the sum of their variance) then the projection
i|lj can be used for discrimination. As was mentioned, LDA has an optimal performance for the case
of two classes when both classes satisfy multivariate normal distribution.
3.2.12 Classification Using the Joint Best Basis
The Joint best basis will be used in different forms for classification as was described previously.
The details will now be presented.
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3.2.12.1 Classification using the common Joint best basis
We derive the common Joint best basis as was described previously using 10 benign and 10 ma-
lignant images to create 20x4096 segments of size 8x8. We extract the wavelet packet coefficients of all
segments using this single basis.
Let 4> 4 be the mean and variance vectors of the wavelet packet coefficients extracted from an
ensemble of benign segments and 5> 5 be the mean and variance vectors of the wavelet packet coeffi-
cients extracted from an ensemble of malignant segments. Then, the vectorG, represents the discriminant
power of all coefficients and is given by:
G@ m+4 = 5,=@+4 =. 5,m
where => =.> =@ represent subtraction, addition and division of vectors, element by element and
mm is the absolute value operator. The lwk coordinate of G is the discriminating power of coefficient l . We
sort the coordinates in G in decreasing order so that the first coordinate in the sorted vector represents
the coordinate with the greatest discriminating power. For a high dimensional problem we can use only a
subset of the coefficients with the largest discriminating power. In this study we work with small segment
size (8x8 pixels), resulting in only 64 coefficients and so we will use all the coefficients.
To classify a test image, we first construct an ensemble of 4096 segments sampled from the image
and for each segment we apply the following steps: we compute its wavelet packet coefficient using the
common Joint best basis, then we find the distance (euclidean norm) from the mean value of each class
divided by its variance. If the coefficients are in vector Y > we compute gl> its distance to class i, using
the following:
gl @
+Y = l,=@ l l @ 4> 5
where nn is the euclidean norm. We then decide to classify the segment to be benign if g4 ?
g5= Having the classification results, we can classify the image based on the majority of the classification
results of its segments (there are other, alternative variants for measuring the distance gl and its use for
classification of the image)
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3.2.12.2 Classification using two Joint best bases
In this form we compute a Joint best basis for each class using 10x4096 segments to compute each
basis. We then extract the wavelet packet coefficients of all segments for each of the classes using its own
basis and proceed similar to what we did with the common Joint best basis.
Let 4> 4 be the mean and variance vectors for the vector coefficients of the benign segments
(using the Joint best basis of the benign ensemble) and 5> 5 be the mean and variance vectors for the
vector coefficients of the malignant segments.
To classify a test image, we construct an ensemble of 4096 segments sampled from the image and
for each segment we compute its wavelet packet coefficient using the two bases.
Let Y4 > Y 5be the wavelet packet coefficient vectors of a segment derived using the pair of Joint best
bases. We find the distance (euclidean norm) from the mean value of each class divided by its variance:
gl @
+Yl = l,=@ l l @ 4> 5
and we decide to classify the segment to be benign if g4 ? g5= The classification of the image can
be done as above using the classification results of the majority of the segments.
3.2.12.3 Classification using individual feature vectors
We will also experiment with feature vectors derived for each mammogram. We use the accumu-
lative variance in the Joint best basis, the KLT basis and the approximate KLT basis as feature vectors.
These feature vectors are derived individually for each mammogram and they will be used with the k-nn
classifier.
3.2.13 Application of the Approximate Karhunen Loeve Transform to Mammographic Images
We apply a variant of the Approximate Karhunen Loeve transform developed by Wickerhauser
[33], which was described in chapter 2. Given an image, we will apply the approximate Karhunen Loeve
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transform to a population of 4096 segments of size 8x8 sampled from the image. The accumulated
variance in this basis will be used as a feature vector for classification
We would also use the first two coefficients in this basis for a biplot of the images as this transform
is expected to have a high transform coding gain (close to that of the KLT) to test whether these two
coordinates may alone be useful for discrimination.
Let[zs @ i[zs4 > [zs5 > ===> [zs73<9j be the wavelet packet coefficient vectors of the 73<9 segments
sampled from an image derived using its Joint best basis.
Let p be the expected value of the wavelet packet coefficient vectors of the segment population
p@
4
73<9
73<9[
l@4
+[zsl ,
Then the covariance matrix of the wavelet packet coefficient vectors is given by:
P @ H^+[zs H+[zs,,+[zs H+[zs,,W ` @
@
4
73<9
73<9[
l@4
+[zs,+[zs,W ppW
For a segment size of ;x;> the covariance matrix is of size 97{97 and it has 64 eigen values. These
eigen values represent the variance in the approximate KL basis composed of the Joint best basis followed
by KLT.
We use the accumulated variance (which is just the partial sum of the eigen values) to represent
each image and apply the K-nn algorithm for classification.
3.2.13.1 Plotting data with respect to the first two coordinates of the approximate KL basis
The main purpose of the KLT is reducing the dimensionality of the problem. When most of the
energy in the signal is concentrated in two of the principal components, the data can be represented
graphically using its first two principal components (for details see I.T.Jolliffe, Principal Component
Analysis ). We adapt this approach but use the first two coefficients in the approximate KL basis. This
basis may prove to be better for classification as it may carry a ’signature’ of the image due to the fact that it
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is based on the Joint best basis of the segments sampled from the image and it has a high transform coding
gain due to the application of the KLT to the wavelet packet coefficients. As we show, the approximate
KLT in this study has a transform coding gain almost equal to that of the KLT (which is applied directly
on the segment population) and it is far better than the wavelet basis. We would hope that the combination
of high transform coding gain and a basis adapted to the segment population of the image will provide a
unique signature for the image which can be used for classification.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results
In this chapter we present the results of the classification experiments done with the mammographic
images as was described in chapter 3. We first demonstrate the importance of image normalization for the
data base we use, then compare the accumulated variance in various bases as a measure of their energy
compaction. We present the classification results using the various feature vectors described in chapter
3 and the two classifiers we use, k-nn and Fisher’s LDA, and conclude with a summary of the results in
which we present the best performance we achieved in this study.
4.1 Effects of image enhancement
Image enhancement is the first step we apply to improve the performance of classification , as was
described in chapter 3. We present the effects of the local image normalization (described in section 3.2.4)
applied to our mammograms in the spatial domain, the frequency domain, in the distribution of pixels’
intensities and in the distribution of the energy of the wavelet packet coefficients of ensemble of segments
sampled from the image. In figure 4.1, we present the first malignant mammogram, both the unprocessed
and the enhanced version along their frequency spectrum. First note that the strong white background
structure is attenuated in the enhanced version emphasizing the details. In the frequency domain, the
very low frequency components in the unprocessed image are dominant. The low frequency components
account for the background structure. The high frequency components account for the details including
the characteristics of the calcification points (e.g. intensity, sharpness, smoothness or irregularity in the
border line of the calcification points) and border lines of masses. The enhancement distributes the en-
ergy of the image more evenly along the frequency spectrum. We hope that the discriminating features
(between benign and malignant) translate to some consistent (within a class) difference in some of the
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wavelet packet coefficients associated with the high frequency components and therefore we would like
to increase (adaptively) their weight.
Figure 4.1. Unprocessed and enhanced images and their frequency spectrum
The effect of image enhancement can also be seen in the histogram of pixels’ intensities. Fig. 4.2
shows the histogram plots of the third benign and malignant mammograms, both for the unprocessed
and the enhanced images. The enhancement has a normalization effect on the distribution of the pixel
intensities of the image. Note that the distributions of the enhanced versions are very close to normal
with zero mean.
Image enhancement affects also the distribution of the wavelet packet coefficients of the ensemble
of segments sampled from an image. Figure 4.3 shows the accumulated variance of the wavelet packet
coefficients derived from the common standard deviation packet table using the Joint best basis computed
for the first benign mammogram both for the enhanced and the unprocessed image, using 4096 segments
each of size 8x8 pixels. In the unprocessed image, most of the energy of the segments will be contained
in the few wavelet packet coefficients associated with the low frequency components of the signal. The
enhancement has an effect of distributing the energy more evenly over a wider range of coefficients in the
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Figure 4.2. histogram of pixel densities for enhanced and unprocessed images
common packet table. This in turn is reflected in a smoother graph representing the accumulated variance
in the Joint best basis of the image. This is consistent with the effects in the frequency domain and in the
distribution of pixels’ intensities. The spreading of the energy will play an important role in our ability to
discriminate between benign and malignant mammogram as will be seen later in the classification results.
4.2 Comparing the Accumulated Variance in Various Bases
The accumulated variance provides a measure of the compaction property of a basis. We use it to
compare various bases and specifically would like to compare the approximate KLT (Karhunen Loeve
Transform) basis to the KLT basis and the Joint best basis. As was described in chapter 2, the approximate
KLT is a composition of the KLT and the Joint best basis. We use the KLT to decorrelate the wavelet packet
coefficients of the ensemble of segments sampled from an image using its Joint best basis. The KLT is
optimal among all orthogonal transformations in terms of the transform coding gain for a population
with a multivariate normal distribution. The Joint best basis is already a good basis for the ensemble of
segments (better than the standard wavelet transform). The approximate KLT will further decorrelate the
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Figure 4.3. accumulation of variance in the Joint best basis for enhanced and unprocessed image. x axis:
coefficient number.(64 coefficients for segments of 8x8 pixels)
wavelet packet coefficients in the Joint best basis. The transform coding gain of the approximate KLT
should be very close to that of the KLT (which is applied directly on pixels’ intensities) and in certain
cases (when the distribution is not multivariate normal distribution) it may even exceed that of the KLT.
To evaluate the transform coding gain of the approximate KLT in the context of our mammographic
images, we compare the accumulated variance in 5 different bases for 4 mammograms. We present the
results for the first benign and first malignant mammograms in the data base, both for the unprocessed
and the enhanced versions.
Figures 4.4 , 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 provide the graphs representing the results. Each graph is based on 4096
segments of size 8x8 and the variance values are normalized. The results are given for the original basis,
the wavelet basis, the Joint best basis, the approximate KLT and the KLT basis. The wavelet basis is the
standard wavelet basis and it is independent of the data while the other bases are data dependent.
First, notice that the accumulation of variance in the original basis is close to a straight line for
both the unprocessed and the enhanced images, implying the variance is distributed evenly along all
coordinates. Also for all mammograms, the approximate KLT and the KLT bases have about the same
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transform coding gain. Both have a better transform coding gain than the Joint best basis and the wavelet
basis and the Joint best basis has a better transform coding gain than that of the wavelet basis. In some of
the experiments we conducted with larger segments, there were certain cases in which the approximate
KLT had a slightly better transform coding gain than that of the KLT.
These results are compatible with the theory presented in chapter 2. In this experiment the approx-
imate KLT achieves a transform coding gain almost equal to that of the KLT and is far better than the
standard wavelet transform. For example, for the unprocessed benign mammogram, the first 10 coeffi-
cients (out of 64) account for 85% of the variance in the wavelet basis, 90% in the Joint best basis and
95% in the KLT basis and the approximate KLT basis. For the enhanced version of the same mammo-
gram (where the distribution is more even due to image enhancement), the first 10 coefficients account
for slightly over 60% of the variance in the wavelet basis, 65% of the variance in the Joint best basis and
70% of the variance in the KLT and the approximate KLT bases.
It is important to note that while the KLT may be the best basis for representation (in terms of energy
compaction), it may not be the best tool for classification.
Figure 4.4. Accumulation of variance in different bases for the first enhanced benign mammogram. x
axis: coefficient number(64 coefficients for segments of 8x8 pixels)
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Figure 4.5. Accumulation of variance in different bases for the first unprocessed benign mammogram.
x axis: coefficient number (64 coefficients for segments of 8x8 pixels)
The accumulated variance is found in this study to provide the best feature vector for discrimination.
As we present later, the accumulated variance provide a good ’signature’ for discriminating benign from
malignant mammograms.
We also experimented with larger segment size to find out how the KLT and Joint best basis relate to
each other for benign and malignant mammograms. For a segment size of 16x16 pixels we found that for
most malignant mammograms, the curve representing the accumulated variance in KLT basis was below
the curve representing the accumulated variance in the Joint best basis, while for most benign images the
relation between the two curves was reversed. The multivariate distribution of benign images is ’closer’
to normal than that of a malignant image. The malignancy in the mammogram introduces structure in
the image, degrading the normality of some of the coordinates. Since the KLT basis provides the basis
with the highest transform coding gain among all orthogonal bases for multivariate normal distributions,
the graph representing the accumulated variance in the KLT basis for a benign image will have a higher
transform coding gain than that of the accumulated variance in the Joint best basis. This is shown in fig
4.8. The Joint best basis is a ’good’ basis when there is some structure in the vector population and so in
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Figure 4.6. Accumulation of variance in different bases for the first enhanced malignant mammogram.
x axis: coefficient number (64 coefficients for segments of size 8x8 pixels)
this respect malignant images produce ’better’ (in terms of transform coding gain) Joint best basis than the
benign mammograms. This result by itself was found to be insufficient to provide robust discrimination
between the two classes.
4.3 Classification results
In this section we provide the classification results for the various feature vectors used in this study
combined with Fisher’s LDA and the k-nn classifiers. We present the results starting with the worst and
ending with the best results.
4.3.1 Classification Results Using Fisher’s Linear Discriminant
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Figure 4.7. Accumulation of variance in different bases for the first unprocessed malignant mammogra(x
axis: coefficient number. 64 coefficients for segments of size 8x8)
4.3.1.1 Feature Vectors Based on the Common Joint Best Basis of Enhanced Mammograms
In the next experiment we apply Fisher’s Linear Discriminant to the wavelet packet coefficients
using the common Joint best basis. We calculated Fisher’s Linear Discriminant , z, as was described in
chapter 3, using as feature vectors the wavelet packet coefficients (extracted from a common Joint best
basis) of a large collection of mixed segments sampled from 10 benign and 10 malignant images. We
mapped each feature vector {l into a scalar |l given by:
|l @ z
w{l
We then check the distribution of i|lj (which is the projection of the feature vectors onto the vector
z) for both classes to see how well they are separated and if this projection can be used as a classifier.
Fig. 4.9 provides the histogram results for the enhanced mammograms. As can be seen, the two
histograms have similar mean and variance and are not well separated. Therefore, for the options we used
(enhanced images,segment size, wavelet, etc.) they are not useful for classification.
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Figure 4.8. Section (magnified) of the accumulated variance in the PC basis and the Joint bb for the first
benign and malignant images using segment size of 16x16 pixels.
4.3.1.2 Feature Vectors Based on the Common Joint best basis of Unprocessed Images
We carried out the same experiment using the unprocessed mammogram. Fig. 4.10 shows the
histogram of Fisher’s Linear Discriminant values for the unprocessed images. There are two ranges of
values where there is a significant difference in the distributions: (-0.2 0) and (-2 1). In general, the
variability in contrast and luminosity in unprocessed images can inflate Fisher’s LD values and so Fisher’s
LD does not provide robust results.
4.3.1.3 Distribution of Wavelet Packet Coefficients in the Common Joint Best Basis
The common Joint best basis was not useful when combined with Fisher’s Linear Discriminant. We
compute the discriminating power of all coefficients, then select the first two with the largest discrimi-
nating power.
The distributions of the first two coefficients with the largest discriminating power are shown in
fig. 4.11, where the histogram plots for the enhanced mammograms is shown. The distributions are very
similar (when we compare benign to malignant). Both means are zero and the variance for the benign
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Figure 4.9. Histogram plot of Fisher Linear Discriminant values for enhanced mammograms
image is slightly greater than the variance of the malignant image, but the difference is too small to be
used for classification. The distribution is very close to normal and this is due to the normalization effect
of the image enhancement we applied to all mammograms.
We carried out the same experiment using the unprocessed mammograms. The results are shown in
Fig. 4.12. Note that the distribution of the first coefficient is not normal as was the case for the enhanced
mammograms, but that of the second coefficient is close to normal. In general wavelet coefficients
with large magnitude are associated with the low frequency and DC components of the signal while
the wavelet coefficients with small magnitude are associated with the high frequency components of the
signal. Coefficients derived at higher levels of decomposition will have a normal distribution.
Note also that the first coefficient has a distribution with large mean (about 5000 for benign and
10,000 for malignant) while the mean for coefficient 2 is zero and that the variance of the first coefficient
is larger than that of the first coefficient.
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Figure 4.10. Histogram plot of Fisher’s Linear Discriminant for the unprocessed images
4.3.2 Classification Results Using a Set of Two Joint Best Bases
In the next experiment we test the approach of using two Joint best bases, one for each class, to be
used for classification. We constructed two Joint best bases, one using 4096x10 segments sampled from
10 benign images and the second from 4096x10 segments sampled from 10 malignant images. The two
Joint best bases were then used to derive the wavelet packet coefficients for a large ensemble of benign
and malignant segments. For each segment, we then computed the distance (the euclidean norm) of its
wavelet packet coefficient vector to the average of each class. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the scatter plots
for the segments used as training data and the results for the test data. We had plotted the two classes in
different sets of axes to get a better sense of the separation between the two classes. As can be seen, the
locus of the two populations overlap. The distributions of the distance values are similar and they do not
provide good discrimination between the classes.
In the next experiment, we reconstruct each segment using 20% of the coefficients (with the largest
magnitude) derived from each base. We hoped that the reconstruction error would be smaller for a segment
when it was reconstructed using the Joint best basis of its class. Fig. 4.15 is a scatter plot of the ensemble
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Figure 4.11. Distribution of the first and second wavelet packet coefficients with largest discriminating
power for enhanced segments using the common Joint best basis
plotted using the mean squared error (mse) . The segment population of benign and malignant are mixed
and there is no separation between the benign and malignant segments. It seems that the variations in the
wavelet packet coefficients derived from both Joint best bases take place in many coordinates and there
are no dominant coordinates which can be used to discriminate between the two classes.
4.4 Feature Vectors Based on Variance Values
We next present the classification results using as feature vectors the variance values of the wavelet
packet coefficients of the ensemble of segments sampled from an image. We use the variance values in
the KLT basis and the Joint best basis in two forms: a vector representing their partial accumulated sum
(accumulated variance) and a vector representing the partial transform coding gain(TCG).
The following options are used for building the accumulated variance and the (TCG):
Var_8_3_c5
Wavelet used: Coiflet 5
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Figure 4.12. Distribution of the first two wavelet packet coefficients with the largest discriminating
power for unprocessed images.
Mammogram images used: enhanced
segment size: 8x8
overlapping border: 3 (creates 4096 segment samples for each mammogram).
Joint best basis: derived from the standard deviation of the wavelet packet coefficients.
VarSq_8_3_c5
Wavelet used: Coiflet 5
Mammogram images used: enhanced
segment size: 8x8
overlapping border: 3 (creates 4096 segment samples for each mammogram).
Joint best basis: derived from the squared values of the wavelet packet coefficients.
VarSqUn_8_3_c5
Wavelet used: Coiflet 5
Mammogram images used: Unprocessed
segment size: 8x8
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Figure 4.13. Scatter plot of training segments using two Joint best bases
overlapping border: 3 (creates 4096 segment samples for each mammogram).
Joint best basis: derived from the squared values of the wavelet packet coefficients.
VarSqUn_8_3_Haar
Wavelet used: Haar
Mammogram images used: Unprocessed
segment size: 8x8
overlapping border: 3 (creates 4096 segment samples for each mammogram).
Joint best basis: derived from the squared values of the wavelet packet coefficients.
VarSqUn_8_3_db20
Wavelet used: db20
Mammogram images used: Unprocessed
segment size: 8x8
overlapping border: 3 (creates 4096 segment samples for each mammogram).
Joint best basis: derived from the squared values of the wavelet packet coefficients.
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Figure 4.14. Scatter plot of test segments using two Joint best bases
4.4.1 Classification of Mammograms Using the K-nn Algorithm
We will use the K-nn classifier using variance values as feature vectors. First we tested how classi-
fication results depend on the number of coefficients we use in the feature vectors. We ran a few experi-
ments using 10,20,30 of the 64 coefficients with the largest discriminating power. We found that in every
case except when using the approximate KLT as a feature vector (the results of which will be presented
later), there was no improvement in the classification results when more than the first 10 coefficients
were used. For illustration we provide figure 4.16 which is a bar plot representing the results of a test
with 10 experiments, where each experiment was carried out with 10,20,30 coefficients with the largest
discriminating power. As can be seen, the classification results are in average similar for all three cases.
We therefore limit the experiments to the first 10 coefficients except for the approximate KLT basis.
To evaluate the performance of each feature vector used for classification, we applied the Jackknife
method[36]. We created 50 sets of training and test data where we use 70% of the 29 benign and 76
malignant mammograms for training and the rest for testing the classification performance.
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Figure 4.15. Mean Square Error of ensemble of benign and malignant segments, reconstructed using
20% of the coefficient.
The average result over these 50 experiments will be used to evaluate the performance of each
feature vector. For each experiment we ran the K-nn algorithm which provides 3 results:
1. The average error of misclassification (the average of misclassifying benign as malignant and
malignant as benign).
2. The sensitivity of the classification, i.e. the percentage of malignant mammograms classified
correctly.
3. The specificity of the classification, i.e. the percentage of benign mammograms classified cor-
rectly.
We performed a set of experiments using various options of the Joint best basis. We derived for
each image two feature vectors: the accumulated variance in the Joint best basis(of the image) and the
accumulated variance in the KLT basis. For each option we ran a test comprising 50 experiments; then
we average the results and used those 3 average values to evaluate the classification performance of the
option used.
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Figure 4.16. Classification results of 10 experiments using the K-nn classifier for 10,20 and 30 coeffi-
cients. Top panel-average error, mid panel-sensitivity, bottom panel-specificity.
4.4.2 Feature Vectors Based on the Transform Coding Gain(TCG)
As was described in chapter 3, TCG is a measure frequently used for the compression property of
a transformation [26]. The accumulation of variance and the TCG are related. We would use both as
feature vectors since the different mathematical operators involved in each may capture a ’signature’ of
the image that may be useful for discrimination.
In the next experiment we use the TCG of KLT basis and the Joint basis as feature vectors combined
with the K-nn classifier.
We defined the qwk partial transform coding gain of the KLT basis, JqWF+NOW ,:
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and the transform coding gain vector of the KLT basis, YWFJ+NOW ,:
YWFJ+NOW , @ iJ4WF+NOW ,> J5WF+NOW ,> ===>JgWF+NOW ,j
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Similarly we defined the qwk partial transform coding gain for the Joint best basis, JqWF+mrlqwee,
to be:
JqWF+mrlqwee, @
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and the transform coding gain vector for the Joint best basis of the segment population, YWFJ+mrlqwee,:
YWFJ+mrlqwee, @ iJ4WF+mrlqwee,> J5WF+mrlqwee,> ===>JgWF+mrlqwee,j
We represent each image by these two feature vectors where 5l is the variance of the wavelet
packet coefficients of the ensemble of segments (sampled from an image) along coordinate l. These two
vectors will be used as input features to the K-nn classifier. As before, the rational is that the KLT basis
and Joint best basis are bases in which the distribution of the variance of the segment population carry a
signature of the image. We hope that the signature of images within each class will have small variability
and at the same time the signatures in both classes will have a significant difference that can be used for
classification.
Fig. 4.17 shows a plot of the discriminating power of a feature vector based on the TCG in the KLT
and the Joint best basis for the option Var-8-3-db20. Note as in the case of the accumulated variance, that
the two vectors do not achieve their peak values for the same coefficient.
To get a robust evaluation of the performance of these feature vectors, we applied the K-nn classifier
as before. The average results for a few of the options are provided in the next table:
Classification resutls using TCG in the KLT and JBB as feature vectors
average error sensitivity specificity
Var_8_3_c5 35.0480 76.6081 39.3409
VarSq_8_3_c5 35.0776 75.8895 37.5046
Var_8_3_Haar 38.4844 72.0439 34.9556
Var_8_3_db20 38.0494 75.6751 31.5379
The best results we get for the TCG as a feature vector is for the option Var_8_3_c5, with 35%
average error, 76.6% sensitivity and 39.3% specificity. These results are close to the average performance
of radiologists.
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Figure 4.17. Discriminating power plot using the Transform Coding Gain as feature vectors.
According to studies [34], the average performance of radiologist is 80% for sensitivity and 20% for
specificity.. The results of our next experiments are better and they will be presented in the next section.
4.4.3 Feature vectors based on the accumulated variance
We represent each mammogram by two vectors: the accumulated variance using the KLT basis and
the Joint best basis (total of 128 coefficients). We will later apply the K-nn for classification and choose
only 64 of the 128 coefficients with the largest discriminating power.
To examine the discrimination power of the feature vectors based on the accumulated variance in
the two bases, Figures 4.18 and 4.19 provide the discriminating power of each coefficient for the first two
options described above. Notice that the two feature vectors get their discriminating power peak value
at different coefficient number (for the first option, the graph of the KLT basis gets its peak value for
coefficient number 2 while the Joint best basis gets its peak value for coefficient number 8). The K-nn
classifier will sort the coefficients in both vectors according to their power of discrimination and will use
the coefficients with the largest values.
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Figure 4.18. Discriminating power plot of the accumulated variance in the PC basis and the Joint best
basis for the first option.
For illustration and to get some visual evaluation of the classification performance of the two fea-
ture vectors, we present in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 a scatter plot of all mammograms (29 benign and 76
malignant) for the first two options. For the first option we use the accumulated variance of the first 6
coefficients and for the second option we use the first 42 coefficients.
Notice in the scatter plots that the error for both the KLT basis and the Joint best basis are lower for
the malignant class than for the benign. This is probably because there is some structure in the malignant
class so that the Joint best basis of the malignant segments sampled from a malignant mammogram is
in general a ’’better basis’’ (in terms of its transform coding gain) than a Joint best basis for a benign
mammogram. This is also true for the error in the KLT basis.
As we mentioned, to get the full discriminating power of these feature vectors we will use the K-nn
algorithm which selects a subset of the coefficients with the greatest discriminating power.
We provide the full test results of 50 experiments for the feature vector based on the option Var_8_3_db20
in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.19. Discriminating power plot of the accumulated variance in the PC basis and the Joint best
basis for the second option
To compare the performance of each option used for classification, we use the average results to
compare the classification performance under different conditions; e.g. different wavelets, enhanced or
unprocessed image.
The next table summarizes the average results for each option:
Classification results using the accum. var. in the KLT basis and JBB as feature vectors
average error sensitivity specificity
Var_8_3_c5 29.8397 79.1575 47.7302
VarSq_8_3_c5 30.8052 80.4606 40.1165
Var_8_3_Haar 28.4920 82.6875 37.1411
Var_8_3_db20 29.4324 80.5776 48.4636
VarSqUn_8_3_c5 37.5597 74.7326 29.2680
VarSqUn_8_3_Haar 36.9473 72.8653 40.4315
VarSqUnV0_8_3_c5 31.2609 76.6828 51.4574
4.4.3.1 Evaluation of the results
The results of the first 4 options (which use enhanced images) have a better sensitivity than the
those of the last 3 options (which use unprocessed images): 79-82% compared to 72-76% with a better
specificity, so that the enhancement of the images does provide improvement on the classification of the
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Figure 4.20. Scatter plot of mammogramsusing option 1 with 6 coefficients of the accumulated variance
mammograms. Among all options, Var_8_3_db20 did the best (the Joint best basis is derived from the
standard deviation of the wavelet packet coefficients and the wavelet used is the 20- tap Daubechies filter)
with an average error of 29.4%, an average sensitivity of 80.5% and an average specificity of 48.4%. We
used the db20 filter as this filter was reported to have a good performance in detecting calcification points
[36].
According to studies [34], only 10-30% of women who undergo a biopsy have cancer (an aver-
age specificity of 20%) while 10-30% of malignant mammograms are missed by radiologists(average
sensitivity of 80%). Comparing the average performance of radiologists (80% sensitivity and 20% of
specificity) to the performance of the Var_8_3_db20 option, the sensitivity of our classification is ap-
proximately the same while the specificity is better (48.4% compare to 20% ).
We emphasize again that the mammograms used in these experiments are from a general screening
of women population. Therefore they are harder images (in terms of discrimination) when compared
to mammograms taken by women due to some pathological indications (e.g. pain, lumps in the breast,
asymmetry in the breasts). For comparison, in [34] the images used are radiographs of biopsy specimens.
In biopsy specimens, scatter radiation recorded on films is reduced because there is less underlying tissue
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Figure 4.21. Scatter plot of mammograms using option 2 with 42 coefficients of the accumulated vari-
ance.
around microcalcifications than in normal mammograms. Therefore, microcalcifications in radiographs
of biopsy specimens are generally more clearly represented than those in regular mammograms[34].
These results suggest that the feature vector we use combined with the K-nn classifier are useful in
early detection of breast cancer.
4.4.4 Classification Results Using the Approximate KLT
Next we used the accumulated variance in the approximate KLT basis and the Joint best basis as a
feature vectors. Each of this bases was computed for each image. We then applied the K-nn classifier as
before to these feature vectors, choosing randomly 70% of the data as training data and the rest as test
data. Figure 4.23 shows the bar plot for the results of 50 experiments.
We use the average of these 50 experiments to evaluate the combined accumulated variance in the
approximate KLT basis and the Joint best basis as feature vectors. The average results for this set of 50
experiments are:
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Figure 4.22. Classification results of 50 experiments using 10 coefficients and the Knn classifier
Classification results using the approximate KLT basis and the Jbb
average error sensitivity specificity
58=5:5; ;6=5945 88=453<
This results are better than the best results we achieved using the accumulation of variance in the
KLT basis and the Joint best basis (option:Var_8_3_db20). We provide the results for both options for
comparison:
Comparison of classification results using the approximate KLT and the KLT as feature vectors
average error sensitivity specificity
Y du ; 6 ge53
using accum.var. in KLT
basis and the Joint bb
5<=7657 ;3=8::9 7;=7969
using accum.var. in approx.
KLT basis and the Jont bb 58=5:5; ;6=5945 88=453<
The results using the approximate KLT basis are better. The average error reduced to 25.27%, the
sensitivity increased to 83.26% (about 3.26% better than the average sensitivity of radiologists) and the
specificity increased to 55.12% (about 35% better than the average specificity of radiologists).
The approximate KLT and the Joint best basis combined with the K-nn classifier provide the best
classification results in this study, when compared to all other feature vectors we used.
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Figure 4.23. Classification resultsof 50 tests using the Approxiamte KL Transform as feature vector
4.4.5 Biplot using the approximate KLT basis and the Joint best basis
The approximate KLT basis provided the best classification results when we used all the 64 coeffi-
cients in the accumulated variance. In certain cases the first coefficients (with the largest discriminating
power) carry enough discriminating power and a biplot of the data using only two coefficients will result
in two clusters. Figure 4.24 is a biplot of all images using the first coefficient in the approximate KLT
basis and the first coefficient in the Joint best basis (both with the largest magnitude). As can be seen,
there is no good separation of the benign and malignant mammograms, implying the first coordinates are
not sufficient to discriminate between the two classes.
4.4.5.1 Comparing variance values and accumulated variance values as feature vectors
In the next experiment we provide some results that justify the use of the accumulated variance as
a feature vector. We compared the performance of:
The variance values directly as feature vectors.
The accumulated variance as feature vectors.
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Figure 4.24. Biplot of mammograms using the first coefficients in the approximate KL basis and the
Joint best basis
The next table provides the average results of 50 experiments for each option . The accumulated
variance as feature vector provides better classification results than the variance values as feature vectors.
The average error is lower by approximately 5%, the sensitivity higher by 6% and the specificity higher
by almost 6.5%.
Comparison of classification results using the approximate KLT and the KLT as feature vectors
average error sensitivity specificity
using var. values in approximate KLT 63=9498 ::=676: 7;=8<<3
using accum.var. in approximate KLT 58=5:5; ;6=5945 88=453<
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have shown that the compression properties represented by the accumulated
variance in different data representations of the mammograms provide a good indicator for discrimination.
Among all feature vectors used in this study, the feature vectors based on the accumulated variance in the
approximate KLT basis and the Joint best basis derived for each image, provided the best discriminant
between benign and malignant mammograms. These results provide a classification performance better
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than the average performance of radiologists: 83% sensitivity compared to 80% and 55% specificity
compared to 20%)[34].
The best results were achieved using the enhanced mammograms, justifying the image enhance-
ment step we applied to the mammograms in the data base and using the wavelet db20, compatible with
previous research that suggested this filter is best for detecting calcification points [36].
The data base used in this study is among the most difficult data sets as it contains mammograms
of randomly chosen women (with clinical indications of breast cancer); namely it contains mammograms
where the possible malignant tumors are very small and thus very difficult to detect. Radiologists perfor-
mance at this stage of the disease is significantly lower than the performance of more advanced stages.
Detection of breast cancer at early stage enables treatment which is much more effective, less invasive
and inexpensive.
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Chapter 5
Combining the Hotelling Transform In Image Query
1. Introduction
In the ’’content based’’ image query, also referred to as ’’query by example’’, ’’similarity retrieval’’
or ’’sketch retrieval’’, the query image is provided by the user either as a sketch of the object, as the output
of a scanner or a video camera. Some of the difficulties associated with content based image query are
described in [1], e.g. significant differences between the ’’query image’’ and the ’’target image’’, artifacts
and poor resolution of the query image make a straightforward comparison of images using L4 and L5
metrics not effective.
In [2] a new strategy is suggested based on wavelet decomposition of the query image and the
database images combined with a metric which is designed to be insensitive to small differences in the
query process. This approach is found to be fast and overcomes the above mentioned problems.
Wavelet coefficients of an image may very strongly when the image is displaced or rotated (unlike
color histogram of an image which is invariant under displacement and rotation). Although the metric
suggested in [2] is more robust to these errors when compared to the L4 and L5 metric (but worse when
compared to the metric based on color histograms), still the error is significant.
In this paper we provide some experimental data on the sensitivity of the wavelet coefficients to dis-
placement and rotation in the context of the standard characters and suggest an integration of the Hotelling
transform to improve on this sensitivity. We also provide some experimental data on the distribution of
the largest wavelet coefficients at different levels of the wavelet decomposition and discuss some ques-
tions relevant to the approach of using a set of the largest wavelet coefficients for image query.
Overview of this paper
Section 2 describes the content based image query using wavelet decomposition as described in [1]
and [2], including the Ot metric used to compare the wavelet coefficients of the query image and the
target image. In section 3 the Hotelling transform is described including its algebra. Section 4 describes
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some experimental results using MATLAB regarding the sensitivity of the Ot metric to rotation and
displacement of an image. Section 5 will describe the use of the Hotelling transform to improve the image
query process. In section 6 we discuss some questions regarding the set of the largest wavelet coefficients
as representing an image: its size, its distribution at different levels of the wavelet decomposition and the
Ot metric used to compare two such sets.
2. Content based image query using wavelet decomposition
Some of the previous approaches to content based image query, include the use of certain properties
of the images or a combination of these properties. For example, the user may specify a color combination
(color histogram), a texture, geometrical features(e.g. edges, shapes or major axis orientation) or a rough
sketch of the image. The multiresolution approach suggested in [2] appears to have a success rate at least
as good as that of other systems that work from a simple user sketch. This approach has some advantages
when compared to the previous ones. First, It decouples the resolution of the query image and the target
image and hence the query image can be specified at any resolution. Second, the performance (running
time) is independent of the resolution of the database images(only the set containing the largest wavelet
coefficients is used in the comparison regardless of the resolution of the images) and third, it provides a
simple algorithm and a compact code in the implementation.
As described in [2], a wavelet decomposition is applied to the database images(color images, of
size 128x128) , using Haar wavelets (simple to compute) and standard decomposition. Then, all but
the 60 (experimental result) largest (in magnitude) coefficients are truncated for each color channel .
These remaining 60 coefficients are then quantized to two levels only, +1 and -1 for positive and negative
coefficients respectively. The metric developed (denoted by Ot), compares only the indices of these 60
largest, quantized coefficients of the query image with those of the data base images, and the scores of
this comparisons are used to pull the 20 best matches from the database. The truncation and quantization
are significant in this approach, since they reduce the search time and the storage requirements, but more
importantly they improve the performance of the Ot metric used in comparing the query image to the
target. This is because the truncation and quantization make the Ot metric tolerant to small differences
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between the query image and the target while giving more weight to the significant features that are
closely matched. When compared to the O4 and O5 metrics (which take in account all the 45;5 wavelet
coefficients of the images), and the Of metric, the metric that uses color histograms, the Ot metric has a
better success rate.
As to the robustness of the multiresolution approach to distortion due to image rotation and dis-
placement of the query image, when compared to the O4 and O5 metrics, the Ot metric has a better suc-
cess rate, but when compared to the Of metric, its performance is worse (since color histograms are not
sensitive to rotation and translation).
3. The Hotelling Transform and the principal axis of an image
The Hotelling transform is a linear transformation of a set of n dimensional vectors that decorrelates
the n coordinates. When applied to an 2-dimensional image, the transformed image will be aligned along
its principal axis.
The Hotelling transform can be used to improve the robustness to distortion of the image due to
rotation and displacement. The improvement though, would increase the running time of the image query.
This transformation is a combination of displacement and rotation of the object. The centroid of
the image(the average of the x and y coordinates of all pixels) is shifted to the origin and the image is
rotated by an angle that minimizes its moment of inertia[4]. Geometrically the transformed image will
be oriented in the direction in which it seems to be the most ’elongated’.
In image recognition this transformation is helpful, since the identity of the object is not known and
aligning the image with its principal axis can help remove the effects of translation and rotation in the
analysis.
First we describe the Hotelling transform. Given a set n ofq-dimensional column vectors: [4> [5> ===> [n
,the covariance matrix of the vector population is given by:
F{ @ H^+[ p{,+[ p{,W `
where p{ is the mean vector of the population.
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F{ is a nxn real symmetric matrix whose flm entry equals the covariance between the lwk and the
mwk coordinates of the vector population. If flm @ 3> then the lwk and the mwk coordinates are decorrelated.
When flm A 3 or flm ? 3 then the there is a positive or a negative correlation between the lwk and the mwk
coordinates, respectively.
The Hotelling transform maps the given vector population, X, into a vector population Y (that con-
sists of k, n-dimensional vectors) such that p| @ 3 and F| , the covariance of the new vector population
is a nxn diagonal matrix and therefore the lwk and the mwk coordinates of the new vector population are
decorrelated for all l 9@ m. To see the relevance of the Hotelling transform to aligning 2-dimensional im-
age with its principal axis, consider an image composed of mxn pixels . If the +{> |, coordinates of each
pixel is presented as a 2-dimensional vector, the image then is represented by a set of mxn> 2-dimensional,
vectors. When the Hotelling transform is applied to this vector population, the mean vector of the new
vector population,p| @ 3> and its covariance will be diagonal, which means that the { and | coordinates
are decorrelated.
Geometrically this would mean that the centroid of the original image was shifted to the origin and
the image was rotated so that its principle axis is aligned with the X-axis.
Algebra of the Hotelling transform
Let [ be a set of n> q-dimensional column vectors: [4> [5> ===> [n
The mean vector of the population, p{ , is given by:
p{ @
4
N
N[
l@4
[l
and the covariance matrix of the vector population ,[> is:
F{ @ H^+[ p{,+[ p{,W ` @
@ H+[[W ,H+[pW{ ,H+p{[W , .H+p{pW{ , @
@ H+[[W ,p{pW{ p{pW{ .p{pW{ @
@
4
N
N[
l@4
[l[
W
l p{pW{
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Now, F{ is a nxn real and symmetric matrix (because it is the sum of the products of vectors by
their transpose and the entries of the vectors, which are the pixel coordinates, are real values); therefore
it has n real eigen values and n real orthogonal eigen vectors[5].
Let 4> 5> ===> q be the n eigen values with 4  5  ===  q and Y4> Y5> ===> Yq be the corre-
sponding set of orthonormal eigen vectors, where Y4corresponds to 4, the largest eigen value.
Define the matrix A whose rows are the n eigen vectors Y4> Y5> ===> Yq =
D @
5
99997
Y4  A
Y5  A


Yq  A
6
::::8
The Hotelling transform is then the linear transformation given by:
\l @ D+[l p{, l @ 4> 5> ===> n
The mean of the vector population \> is 0, since
p| @
4
N
N[
l@4
\l @
@
4
N
N[
l@4
D+[l p{, @
@ D
4
N
N[
l@4
+[l p{, @ 3
and the covariance matrix of the vector population \ is diagonal:
F| @ H^+\ p|,+\ p|,W ` @
@
4
N
N[
l@4
\l\
W
l p|pW| @
@
4
N
N[
l@4
\l\
W
l @
@
4
N
N[
l@4
^D+[l p{,`^D+[l p{,`W @
@
4
N
N[
l@4
D+[l p{,+[l p{,WDW @
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@ D^
4
N
N[
l@4
+[l p{,+[l p{,W `DW @
@ DF{D
W @
@
5
99997
Y4 $
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

Yq $
6
::::8F{
5
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& & & &
6
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5
99997
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

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::::8
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6
::8 @
@
5
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4 
5

 q
6
::8
(where the last equality is because the eigen vectors are orthonormal).
4. Sensitivity of the Wavelet Transform to rotation and displacement of an image
Next we present some experimental data on the sensitivity of the wavelet transform to rotation and
displacement in the context of the standard characters.
Let an image and its rotated version be represented by the matrices [ and [U respectively and the
wavelet transform be represented by the matrix Z . Since the wavelet basis is an orthonormal basis, it
preserves the O5 norm [8] and so the relative error when comparing [ and [U , i.e.n[[Unn[n , equals the
relative error when comparing their wavelet coefficients, i.e. nZ[Z[UnnZ[n =
But when the wavelet coefficients are truncated and quantized , the relative error in comparing
only a limited set of the coefficients(largest in magnitude) depends on the distribution of the coefficient
values. The wavelet transform will contain many coefficients whose magnitude is small for images with
high degree of regularity. Following [2], we compare the 60 largest coefficients and present the error as
the number of mismatches.
The experimental results were produced using MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox and the Image Process-
ing Toolbox. The images contain monochromatic bitmap alphabet characters, standard upper case New
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Courier, size 72, created using PAINT-BRUSH. Each character was first aligned so that its centroid was
at the center of a 228x228 image.
The results given are relevant in the context of the standard alphabet characters and they may vary
for different types of database images, hence for a specific application this experiment should be dupli-
cated to get a better representation of the errors.
The first test provides the data on the sensitivity of the largest 60 wavelet coefficients to rotation
of the image. To avoid the error resulting from the mismatch of the edges of the rotated image when
compared to the original, the central (128x128) portion (which includes the character) of the 228x228
image was rotated and the largest 60 wavelets coefficients were quantized to the values	4 and compared
to the largest 60 wavelet coefficients of the center portion of the unrotated character.
We use the same range and resolution as in [2] to present the errors associated with rotation and
translation of the image.
Fig. 1 shows the relative error in % (i.e., number of mismatches *100%/60) for some of the standard
alphabet characters. Results are presented for angle of rotation in the range 0 to 45 degrees in steps of
5 degrees. The relative error is closely linear with respect to the angle of rotation. Note that the relative
error for the characters ’C’ and ’D’ which have radial symmetry, is less than the error for the characters
’B’, ’A’ and ’Z’. The errors for the latter characters are significantly high and are in the range of 40% to
50% for a rotation of 10 degrees.
In the second test we checked the effect of displacement on the largest wavelet coefficients. The
character was displaced by a certain percentage of the width of the character(0 to 50%, in steps of 5%)
and the 60 largest wavelet coefficients were compared to those of the original image. Fig. 2 shows the
results for the same standard alphabet characters. While the relative error for the different characters is
closely the same, note that the error in general is very significant due to displacement for all 5 characters.
For example, a displacement of the image by 0.1 of the width of the image results in a relative error in
the range of 75%-85% . The error due to displacement will be removed by the Hotelling transform since
the transformed image will be aligned with its centroid at the origin.
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Fig. 3 and 4 provide some results on the error due to rotation and translation for a few different
wavelet bases. The ’haar’ wavelet is more sensitive to rotation and displacement when compared to
’db2’, ’db4’ and ’coif ’ wavelets. This is because the latter wavelets have a wider support and use a
larger neighborhood resulting in stronger averaging effect which make them less sensitive to rotation and
displacement. On the other hand, this means that they would have worse performance in discriminating
between different images (compared to ’haar’).
5. Combining the Hotelling transform in the query process
As was mentioned before, the error due to displacement will be eliminated by the Hotelling trans-
form since the image centroid will be aligned with the origin. The problem is not simple when it comes
to the error due to rotation. The angle of orientation of an image, depends on the geometry of the image.
Thus some images may have a principle axis which may be sensitive to slight variations in the geometry
of the image and others may not. For example, objects with a geometry that strongly resembles a rec-
tangular would have a principal axis not sensitive to small distortions, while a geometry that resembles
a square or circle would be sensitive to small distortions. Because of that, the Hotelling transform can-
not be integrated in a straightforward manner and rather than improving the query, it may make it worse,
since these objects may be rotated by an unpredictable and undesirable angle.
To overcome this problem, once the query image is given and its principal axis computed by the
Hotelling transform, the angle of rotation that corresponds to the principal axis can be checked. If the
value is within some permissible window(which will depend on the application) the transformed im-
age(i.e. the centered and rotated image according to its principal axis) can be used as the query image.
Otherwise, we form a set of images, (which we call an image query set) that will include the original
query (with its centroid aligned at the origin) and a few rotated (both clockwise and anti clockwise) ver-
sions of the image query. This set then will be used in the query process. Rather than comparing a single
query image, each of the images in the query set will be compared to the targets in the database, and the
score can be a weighted sum of these comparisons(or alternatively, the score can be that of the best match
among the rotated versions).
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As to what is the permissible angle and how many images the query set should include, this would
depend on the application, the type of images, the desirable search speed and the level of error since there
is a trade off between the query time and the success rate. Data that provide the relative error as a function
of rotation can help in determining the width of the permissible window and the number of images in the
image query set.
In the implementation of the Hotelling transform, the eigen vector corresponding to the largest eigen
value of the covariance matrix provides the angle that the image has to be rotated so that its principal axis
would be aligned with the X-axis.
Table 1 provides some experimental results illustrating the improvement that can be achieved by
using the Hotelling transform to align an image before its comparison. The Hotelling transform was
implemented in MATLAB using the ’Haar’ wavelet, and the non-standard decomposition. The table
shows first the error in comparing a hand sketched query character with its standard counterpart and the
error in comparing the transformed same hand sketched character and its counterpart standard character.
In the implementation of the Hotelling transform, once the image is centered, the rotation angle provided
by the Hotelling transform was checked. If the angle was less than 10 degrees, the image would be
rotated otherwise it will only be shifted so that its centroid is at the origin. Results are presented for a
few different alphabets with a distinct principal axis.
Wdeoh4 = The relative error (%) between the largest 60 coeff ’s of a hand sketched query character
and its counterpart standard character with and without the Hotelling transform
UdodwlyhHuuru+(,
character H.T. applied to query char./Not applied
A 45 91
I 85 98
J 85 98
M 60 81
S 86 86
6. Optimal set of the largest wavelet coefficients and their distribution at different levels of
the wavelet decomposition
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Next we present some questions relevant to the approach that uses the set of the largest wavelet
coefficients for image query.
The first question is how reliable can a set of largest wavelet coefficients be as a discriminating
tool in image query. Clearly the answer depends on the type of images used in the data base. Can certain
features in the images comprising the data base(e.g. edges, contour lines, the gradient of an image) can
be captured by the set of the largest wavelet coefficients so that they can be used as a discriminating tool
in image query? As an experimental approach one may take a representative sample of the data base,
then compute a matrix which provides the error in all pairwise comparisons in this set, then examine the
data to see if there is a significant difference between the error in comparing images that closely resemble
each other and the error in comparing images that differ significantly. As an example, table 2 provides
such data for some of the standard alphabet characters using the 60 largest coefficients.
wdeoh 5 = The relative error(%) in comparing (pairwise) some of the alphabet characters
D E F G H I J [ \ ]
D 3 98 9; 96 9; :6 8: 8; ;6 :6
E 3 9; 7; 8; :; 8; 93 :6 75
F 3 83 :6 :5 85 :8 :3 :6
G 3 98 :6 98 9; :8 98
H 3 :: 9; 95 ;3 9:
I 3 ;3 :8 9; ;5
J 3 :8 :: 98
[ 3 :5 7:
\ :;
]
The second question relates to the optimal size of this set (of the largest coefficients). As was
mentioned taking only a ’small’ set enables to develop a metric which is insensitive to small differences
but gives more weight to the significant features. On the other hand if the set is too small the metric may
not be able to distinguish between images that differ in ’nonsignificant’ details. It seems that the answer to
this question depends strongly on the application and the data base (in [2] for example, the query process
will result in the 20 images that best match the query image rather than a single best match).
The distribution of the largest set of wavelet coefficients at different levels of the wavelet decompo-
sition
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The third question relates to the distribution of the indices of the largest coefficients at different lev-
els of the wavelet decomposition. Recalling that at each level of the wavelet decomposition a filter bank
composed of a low pass filter and a high pass filter are applied to the data followed by the decimation of
the results, the high pass filter at the first level of the decomposition will extract the highest frequency
components of the data while the low pass filter will average the data. The second level of the decom-
position will remove the next level of high frequency components from the output of the previous low
pass filter and so forth, so that for an image with high level of regularity one would expect that the largest
wavelet coefficients will appear in the later levels of the decomposition. For an image with random en-
tries one would expect the inverse to happen, i.e. the first levels of the decomposition will contain the
largest coefficients.
In an experiment this distribution was calculated for images of size 128x128 using 7 levels of non-
standard ’haar’ decomposition.
The results are summarized in table 3. They include the standard letters A, B and Z (bitmap images),
the standard indexed color images ’woman’ and ’wbarb’ (from MATLAB) and an indexed color image
composed of random entries. The data refers to the distribution of the largest 60 wavelet coefficients.
Wdeoh 6 = The distribution of the largest 60 coefficients at different levels of the wavelet decompo-
sition for various images.
Decomposition Level
4 5 6 7 8 9 :
3D3 3 43 48 4; 7 45 4
3E3 3 48 53 ; 7 45 4
3]3 3 55 53 8 6 < 4
udqgrp hqwulhv 68 55 4 3 4 3 4
3zrpdq3 3 3 8 57 4< ; 7
3zedue3 3 3 45 4: 53 : 7
Note that for the image with random entries, almost all the 60 largest coefficients are at the first
and second levels of the decomposition. In contrast, for all the other images, none of the coefficients is
at the first level of decomposition and for the color indexed images ’woman’ and ’wbarb’ none is at the
first or the second levels of the decomposition. In the standard wavelet decomposition, 3/4 of the total
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128^2 coefficients are at level 1 and 15/16 of the coefficients are at levels 1 and 2. This means that for
an application with a similar distribution, the search for the largest 60 coefficients can be limited only in
the set of coefficients at levels 2 through 7 which is only 1/4 of the total coefficients or even in the set of
coefficients at levels 3 through 7 which comprises only 1/16 of the total coefficients, thus increasing the
speed of the query algorithm.
The Ot Metric:
In [2], the relative error is based on computing the overlap (or the common elements) of the indices
of the 60 largest coefficients in the query and target images. If instead we allow a tolerance on the value
of the indices when we compare the common elements, can this improve the metric?. Would this increase
the gap between the error in comparing images that closely resemble each other and the error in comparing
images which differ significantly? more research needs to be done to see if allowing a tolerance on the
value of the indices can improve the metric.
[1] [1] E. Stollnitz, T. Derose and D. Salesin,Wavelets for Computer Graphics, Morgan Kaufmann
Publishers, San Francisco, 1986. pages 43-57.
[2] [2] C.E. Jacobs, A. Finkelstein and D. Salesin, Fast Multiresolution Image Querying,in Proceedings
of SIGGRAPH ’95.
[3] [3] Rafael C. Gonzalez, Digital Image Processing, Addison Wesley, 1993, pp 148-151.
[4] [4] J. Ritter and G. Wilson, Handbook of Computer Vision Algorithms in Image Algebra, CRC
Press, 1996, pp 274-276.
[5] [5] B. Friedman, Principles and Techniques of Applied Mathematics, Dover Pubications. pages
98-99.
[6] [6] MATLAB, Reference Guide, The Mathworks Inc.
[7] [7] MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox, The Mathworks Inc.
[8] [8] Gilbert Strang and Truong Nguyen, Wavelets and Filter Banks, Wellesley Cambridge. pages
26-27.
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Figure 5.1. Sensitivity of wavelet coefficients to displacement and rotation
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary of the Results
In this study we had employed an innovative method, which has not been used previously in the
area of classification of mammographic images. We had extracted feature vectors based on a variant of
the approximate Karhunen Loeve Transform adapted to our mammographic images. We had used wavelet
packet analysis to derive the Joint best basis, the best possible basis from a library of orthonormal bases
to represent a set of images. The Joint best basis and the Karhunen Loeve transform were found to be
efficient tools in deriving feature vectors based on the accumulated variance in these bases. We combined
our feature vectors with the k-nn as a classifier and achieved results which are better than the average
performance of radiologists taking in account that our data base of mammograms came from an early
stage of malignancy. Among the various feature vectors and classifiers we used, the performance of the
multidimensional K-nn classifier combined with feature vectors based on the accumulated variance in the
approximate KLT basis and the Joint best basis (individual bases) were found to provide the best results.
We had used the jackknife method to get a robust estimate of the performance of our method. To test the
performance of a feature vector, we ran 50 experiments and used the average result to evaluate the feature
vector. In each experiment we selected randomly 70% of the data as training data and the rest as test data.
According to studies [34] the average performance of radiologists has a 80% sensitivity and 20%
specificity. Compared with these results, our best results have a higher sensitivity (83% compared to
80%) and a higher specificity (55.1% compared to 20%). These results are summarized in the next table:
sensitivity specificity
Feature vectors based on approximate KLT ;6=5945 88=453<
Average performance of radiologists ;3 53
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Feature vectors based on the common Joint best bases (common to a set of images, whether all
benign, malignant or mixed) did not provide good classification results in our study, though they can
serve as good bases for compression and extraction of local features.
The fact that in this study the accumulated variance can serve as a better tool for classification than
the variance values themselves is interesting. It seems that the slight differences in the distribution of the
variance values have a better contribution to discrimination when they are summed compared to being
used individually and separately.
6.2 Classifiers as a second opinion for radiologist
There is extensive work being done in Computer Aided Diagnostics (CAD) in the area of enhance-
ment of mammographic images, automated detection of microcalcifications and masses in mammograms
and automated classification of mammographic images into benign and malignant. Having achieved en-
couraging classification results, our method can provide a second opinion to radiologists in the diagnosis
process. The use of the Joint best basis and the approximate Karhunen Loeve transform provide results
that are competitive with the results we found in the literature, taking in account that our data base is from
an early stage and so is harder for classification.
As a CAD tool for radiologists, the sensitivity of the classifier can be increased (which will result in
decreasing the specificity) so that the radiologist can more safely ignore those mammograms classified
as benign and examine more closely those mammograms classified as malignant to decide whether to
recommend a biopsy or short term follow up examination.
6.3 Future Research
The fact that our method provided better results than the average performance of radiologists is very
promising and encourages further research. More research has to be done to improve the robustness of
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our results by applying the method to other data bases and using more robust estimation techniques. In a
real data set there is a good chance for outliers and therefore robust estimation of the results is important.
As we mentioned, the best basis algorithm selects a basis from a library associated with certain
wavelets. Since a mammogram can be analyzed using more than one wavelet function, we can have
more than one best basis. Future research may focus on how to optimize the use of more than one best
basis as feature vectors.
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